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More students go into business and education
Marli Stewart
ASST. ONLINE EDITOR

Of the nearly 16,000
undergraduate students at
SCSU, about 8,000 of them
are still undecided.
“People discover things
as they move through school.
The more experience you
get, the more exposure you
get,” said faculty director
of advising Steve Klepetar.
“Don’t overemphasize the
importance of the undergrad-

uate major. People worry too
much about lining up a major with a job.”
“In hindsight, I think the
English degree was the most
helpful for everything because that’s where I really
learned how to write well
and how to communicate
well in writing,” said dean
of the College of Business
Thomas Zupanc.
Students who have decided on a major are taking
over the College of Business

“P

eople worry too much about lining
up a major with a job.”
Steve Klepetar
FACULTY DIRECTOR OF ADVISING

and College of Education
with about 200 more students in those colleges than
in the others.

The other colleges at
SCSU are the College of
Fine Arts and Humanities (COFAH), College of

Science and Engineering
(COSE) and the College of
Social Sciences (COSS).
Klepetar Zupanc recommend visiting career services
and taking their tests to see
where students line up with
careers and majors.
“It’s good to open your
mind and try a lot of different things. I think that is really valuable,” Zupanc said.
The most popular majors
at SCSU are Mass Communications and Community

Student
fees span
ten sub
categories

Jun-Kai Teoh

STAFF writer
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Contracts
with book
stores
discussed

Kyle Nelson

Students at SCSU pay
$30.54 per credit for student
fees up to 12 credits maximum.
That means any SCSU
student taking 12 credits
pays $366.48 towards student fees per semester.
That amount is spread
out into 10 sub-categories
that include fees involving
athletics, health services,
student union, a technology
fee and other areas.
The SCSU Fee Allocation Committee (FAC) which
consists of seven members
who are SCSU students and
two additional advisors decide on the distribution of
those fees throughout the
school year.
“Ultimately the decisions
are decided by students in
regards to where the student fees go,” said Rochelle
Krantz, revenue fund accountant for SCSU and advisor to the FAC.
Krantz said that if the
fees go up than students have
to pay more to adjust.
Krantz gives advice to
the students for assistance in
preparing their yearly budget
request for SCSU President
Earl H. Potter III.
The FAC are elected by
students and manage nine
areas including Lindgren
Childcare Center, Atwood
(Student Union), Health
Services, Women’s Center,
University Program Board,
Center for Student Organizations and Leadership Development, Athletics, Campus
Rec. and Multicultural Student Services.
There is also a Senate
Finance Committee that
branches off of the FAC that
manages all the student organizations.
The students in FAC meet
seven to eight months out of
the year and tour all the areas
concerned and assess each
areas budget concerns.
Members from each of
the areas and organizations
get a chance to represent
their organization or group
and present a budget report
to the FAC.
The FAC then compiles
all of those requests and
presents them to the president for further review.
Krantz said the FAC’s
goal overall, “is to keep student fees as low as possible
and still give students what
they want.”
More information on
student fees can be found at
http://bulletin.stcloudstate.
edu/gb/financial/tuition.asp.

Psychology.
Klepetar said he thinks
the Mass Communications
department offers a “tremendous variety of degrees” including TV production, TV
journalism, print journalism,
radio broadcasting, public
relations, advertising and
more.
“A lot of students who
change their majors change

Managing online editor

Carl Locker/ Staff Photographer

Heating hard water bottles can help promote the leaching of BPA into the fluid inside the bottles.

BPA found harmful to consumers
Mike Runyon
Contributing Writer

A possibly harmful substance known as Bisphenol
A, or BPA, was found in
test subjects who drank out
of hard water bottles, a Harvard School of Public Health
study reports.
After one week of exposure to bottled water, the test
subjects’ amounts of BPA
rose by two-thirds.
Balsy Kasi, a professor
of Environmental and Technical studies at SCSU said
that the concern with BPA is
that it contains an endocrine

disrupter that interferes with
hormones in the body.
BPA is a byproduct of
polycarbonate plastic, which
is found in hard water bottles, the lining of aluminum
cans and even some dental
sealants.
It is not found in soft water bottles.
Balsy said that polycarbonate plastic has many other uses and is found in over
100 different items including
household appliances and
wind shields. The polycarbonate can be identified by
the recycling number seven
on the bottom of the bottle.

According to the department of health and human
services, trace amounts of
BPA were found in 92.6% of
the population.
BPA
is
transmitted
through water bottles via
heating or scratches, Balsy
said.
The polycarbonate is
known to flake easily and
these flakes can leach their
way into the water of the
container.
Heating also helps promote the leaching of the
chemical into fluid which is
why baby bottles containing BPA are of concern by

some.
The Harvard study was
one of the first to use humans
as test subjects by testing the
content of BPA in the urine
of students.
Balsy said that most
studies do not use human
subjects and use pregnant
rats instead.
Balsy said that there is
going to be another study,
this time funded by the
American Recovery and Reinvestment act, that plans to
give a broader picture on the

•See BPA/ Page 3

Prep party to offer career training
Jennifer Roberts
STaff WRITER

The Career Services
Center, along with the Career Development Council,
have come together to provide students with the opportunity to meet with potential
employers.
Students of SCSU have
the chance to go to the career
fair prep party, as well as a
career fair this week. The
events are planned to take
place on Tuesday, Oct. 6
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Atwood Ballroom.
Students can proceed
through four training stations
to prepare for the career fair
and job market in general.
Stations are expected to

include “knowledge of employer,” which is planned
to teach students how to research an employer and what
they should know to impress
them.
Another station “strong
resume,” is expected to include 17 different employers
ready to give feedback and
advice
“Dress professionally,”
is a station sponsored by
Macy’s consultants plans to
give advice on professional
dress and hair.
“Good introduction,” is
expected to include information on what employers
look for in an introduction
and also gives students the
opportunity to practice with
real employers.

Smoke Shop opens on Lincoln

Page 3

The EZ Smoke
Shop opened on
Lincoln Avenue
on the east side
of St. Cloud
despite recent
law changes.

“As far as we know, no
one in the entire country is
offering a program like this,”
said Andy Ditlevson, associate director of the Career
Services Center on campus.
“The Prep Party is made possible by donations from the
participating employers.”
According to Ditlevson,
students should bring multiple copies of their resume
if they want it critiqued, but
do not necessarily have to do
much more preparation beyond that.
The main purpose of the
Prep Party is to prepare students for one of two career
fairs occurring later in the
week.
The Science and Engineering Fair is expected to

be held Wednesday, Oct. 7
from noon until 3 p.m. in the
Atwood Ballroom.
Majors include anything
from electrical engineering
to biology.
Bobbi Murphy, assistant
director of employer relations and internship development has helped plan the
event.
“There are jobs and internships available. Students
need to take advantage of
this opportunity to meet one
on one with these employers who are actively seeking
them,” Murphy said.
The second opportunity
to meet with employers is
planned to be at Career Day,

www.universitychronicle.com

•See Town hall/ Page 5

•See Career Fair/ Page 5

Clubs and Grub feeds students

Page 10

The Student Government
Association (SGA) Tow
hall meetings continue each
week as Michael Jamnick,
President of SGA, receives
more comments and feedback from people.
On Thursday, issues concerning the on-campus bookstore was once again brought
to Jamnick.
Jenny Bakke, a staff representing the SCSU Bookstores, attended the meeting
seeking more information
regarding the contract for
selling books on-campus at
SCSU.
The on-campus bookstore is currently run by
Efollett, a company that generally caters to educational
institutions and libraries.
Efollett purchased the
contract after the previous
on-campus bookstore faced
bankruptcy.
Bakke was seeking more
information on when the
contract is due and what the
bidding conditions were.
When the contract is
due, independent retailers
can purchase it and replace
Efollett as the official SCSU
campus bookstore.
Jamnick mentioned that
after the first townhall meeting two weeks ago, the idea
of having a book rental system implemented at SCSU
was brought up at Minnesota
State University Student
Association (MSUSA), the
organization that the SCSU
SGA is a part of.
“[It’s] something that
MSUSA is pushing for right
now which I don’t necessarily agree with,” Jamnick
said. “Right now it might be
a fine idea but nobody has
the money for it.”
Jamnick said that Jennifer Weil, the State Chair
of the Minnesota State University Student Association,
will be attending the next
SGA Townhall meeting.
He also mentioned that
if Charles Ward, owner of
SCSU Bookstore, would attend, they could perhaps discuss in more detail the book
rental program.
Bakke mentioned that responses they have received
from students regarding
their pilot rental program at
the University of Minnesota
have been positive so far.
The main concern that
some students have is that
the return policy might be
very strict.
“You can write in the

Clubs and Grub
offers more
opportunities
for student
awareness about
organizations on
campus.

Peters leads golf season

Page 16

Senior Evan
Peters has
been having
a good fall
season for the
Husky golf
team.
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Campus Crime
Report

Stolen property recovered from string of thefts in Sartell
SARTELL – Police found stolen property from a string of thefts in Sartell
and are looking to charge the people who were responsible.
On Tuesday, the police department got 10 reports for thefts of guns, GPS
units, computers, credit cards and personal checks taken from vehicles and
garages in the early morning hours.
In one theft, a side garage door was kicked in but most thefts occurred
in vehicles that were left in driveways unlocked. From these unlocked vehicles, the garage door openers were taken and used to get into the garages.
Items were then taken from the vehicles and garages, Sartell Police Chief Jim
Hughes reported. Hughes reminds everyone to lock their vehicles and not to
leave valuables inside.
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General Mills and agencies partner for Africa
GOLDEN VALLEY, Minn.- General Mills has launched a partnership
with the U.S. Agency for International Development and the President’s
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief.
The partnership will incorporate technical and business expertise of General Mills and nine other food companies to partner with 200 small and medium-sized mills and food processors in 15 sub-Saharan African countries.
This will movement aims to improve the ability of manufacturers to give
nutritious and safe food at affordable prices to strengthen local markets for
small farmers.
General Mills thinks the partnership could reach a value of $21 million
and will also benefit an estimated 1.6 million small farmers who supply the
businesses.

3

Nation

44 tons of bison meat found in warehouse in South Dakota town
BRIDGEWATER, S.D.- A South Dakota town had to remove 44 tons of
rotting bison meat left in a warehouse and wants the owner of the plant to pay
for the cleanup.
Ilan Parente closed Bridgewater Quality Meats in January 2008 and moved
the business to Minnesota. The meat stayed cold until December when the
power was cut. By June, the smell had extended to the whole town, so workers
removed the mess.
Even though the smell is gone, Parente owes more than $11,000 for cleanup
costs and more than $14,000 in property taxes on the business and a house.
According to a lawsuit, he could face civil penalties of up to $7 million if convicted of dumping too much blood and animal parts down the drain.

World

Protester throws shoe at I.M.F. director

ISTANBUL- A protester threw a shoe at the director of the International
Monetary Fund at the conclusion of his speech at a university Thursday.
The speech addressed the I.M.F. and World Bank meetings that took place
in Istanbul.
Selcuk Ozbek, student at Anadolu University, shouted, “Get out of
the university, I.M.F. thief,” as he threw the shoe at director, Dominique
Strauss-Kahn. Later televised images showed Ozbek being quickly tackled
by security officials. Ozbek was freed by the police later in the evening, as
there were no official complaints filed by Mr. Strauss-Kahn.
“I think this is how the global capital should be welcomed wherever it
goes,” Ozbek told to NTV on a live broadcast. “The anti-imperialist youth
of any country responsible of their future should act this way.” The young
man said that his shoe was soon returned to him following his protest.

Weird news

Teen charged with eating marijuana during traffic stop

SHEBOYGAN, Wis. - Sheboygan prosecutors have charged a young
woman with trying to eat marijuana when a police officer pulled her car
over. Jamie L. Salonen, 18, was charged Friday with misdemeanor marijuana possession and felony bail jumping. The criminal complaint said a
trooper stopped her car after seeing the occupants weren’t wearing seatbelts. It said the trooper saw Salonen move around suspiciously.
Prosecutors said the trooper found her with green material around
her mouth and lips, and marijuana strewn about her side of the car. The
complaint said she was surprised she was being arrested, saying, “I only
ate some weed, officer.”

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

-1864 Most of Calcutta destroyed by a cyclone (60,000 die)
-1962 Beatles release their first record “Love Me Do”
-1965 Chuck Linster performs 6,006 consecutive push-ups
-1970 PBS becomes a network
-1988 Israel bans Meir Kahane’s Kach Party on grounds of

1. (9/27/09) Intoxicated male student, Sherburne Hall
2. (9/28/09) Stuck Elevator, Stearms Hall
3. (9/29/09) Alcohol Confiscation, Shoemaker Hall
4. (9/30/09) Forcible Burglary, Atwood Memorial Center
5. (10/2/09) Marijuana Confiscation, Mitchell Hall
6. (10/2/09) Alcohol Confiscation, Holes Hall

Who Knew?

• Charlie Chaplin once won
third prize in a
Charlie Chaplin
look-alike contest.
• An old law in Bellingham,
Washington, made it illegal for
a woman to take more
than three steps backwards
while dancing
• The Guinness Book of Records
holds the record for being the
book most often stolen from
public libraries.
• The glue on Israeli postage is
certified kosher.
• Bats always turn left when
exiting a cave
• In the 1400’s a law was set
forth that a man was not
allowed to beat his wife with
a stick no thicker than his
thumb. Hence we have “the rule
of thumb”
• The first couple to be shown
in bed together on prime time
TV were Fred and Wilma Flintstone.
• In Shakespeare’s time, mattresses were secured on bed
frames by ropes. When you
pulled on the ropes the mattress tightened, making the
bed firmer to sleep on. Hence
the phrase “goodnight, sleep
tight.”
• The first product Motorola
started to develop was a
record player for
automobiles. At that time, the
most known player on the
market was Victrola, so they
called themselves Motorola.

Local weather
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Smoke shop opens on east side
Valerie Steffl

EVENTS
• International
Film Series:
Tulpan

At 7 p.m. in Atwood
Theater, UPB presents
Tulpan, a choreographed and photographed story about
tradition and modernity
in rural Asia.

TUESDAY

•Career/Job Fair
Prep Party

CARL LOCKER/ STAFF Photographer

Tin Do opened his new EZ Smoke Shop on the east side of St. Cloud despite recent changes in the laws
regarding the sale of flavored cigarettes.

the critical public health issue of tobacco use.
The Web site said that,
“scientists have found that
kids think flavored tobacco
products are safer and less
addictive than regular tobacco products and the removal from the market is an
important step in the FDA’s
efforts to reduce the burden
of illness and death caused
by tobacco products.”
Margaret A. Hamburg,
commissioner of food and
drugs, stated in a Sept. 22
New York Times article that,
“These flavored cigarettes

BPA
Continued from Page 1

impacts of BPA on humans.
The study has not start-

OF

TODAY

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Despite the Food and
Drug
Administration’s
(FDA) new regulations that
prohibits the sale and use
of flavored tobacco products, Tin Do opened his new
smoke shop on Lincoln Ave.
EZ Smoke Shop celebrated its grand opening
Thursday in the wake of the
Sept. 22 FDA Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act and
Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control’s
(FSPTCA) ban on cigarettes
that contain certain characterizing flavors that may appeal to children.
According to the FDA’s
Web site, the FSPTCA said
that tobacco products that
are included in the ban include, “a cigarette or any of
its component parts (tobacco,
filter or paper) with an artificial or natural flavor (other
than tobacco or menthol) or
an herb or spice, including
strawberry, grape, orange,
clove, cinnamon, pineapple,
vanilla, coconut, licorice,
cocoa, chocolate, cherry, or
coffee.”
This regulation applies
to all tobacco products that
are under the definition of a
cigarette.
Joey Boyington, EZ
smoke shopper, heard about
the reasons for the new ban.
“The FDA’s excuse is
that the flavored cigarettes
are geared towards kids,”
Boyington said.
The FDA has been given
many opportunities to collaborate with the public
health community to address

CALENDAR

ed yet, but has obtained the
money and is currently seeking volunteers.

are a gateway for many children and young adults to become regular smokers.”
Do said he is not too
worried about the recent ban
negatively impacting his
business.
“There are thousands of
products on my shelves,” Do
said. “When they banned flavored cigarettes and rolling
papers, that only took away
three percent of the products
I sell.”
Do said that he has heard
the FDA does not plan on
stopping at the ban of flavored cigarettes and papers.

“I have heard that they
are going to try to go after banning flavored cigars
next,” Do said.
Opening a new business
can also be a major challenge during recessions, but
Do said it has not impacted
his business endeavors.
“I have other shops and I
have not noticed changes in
selling products.”
Do, who also owns smoke
shops in Detroit Lakes, decided to open his shop near
Target and Val’s burger shop
because he noticed that there
was no smoke shop on the

east side.
“I opened it here so the
people on the east side wont
have to go over the bridge to
buy from a smoke shop,” Do
said.
Do said that buying products from a smoke shop may
be more convenient than
picking them up at one of
the many convenience stores
around.
“When you go to a smoke
shop, you have a big space to
park in, don’t have to wait in
line, have a big selection of
very competitively priced
products.”

Balsy said that the best
way to avoid the plastics that
contain BPA is to use stainless steel and glass bottles.
He said he would recommend
a precautionary stance.
Balsy said not to worry
about other items that contain BPA because they can
not leack BPA into the body.
BPA could cause early
onset of puberty, decrease

sperm production, increase
aggressiveness and interfere with estrogen production. He said main concern
is on the effects on children,
whose bodies are still developing.
Minnesota has become
the first state to ban the use
of BPA in baby bottles, and
Chicago has become the
first city to ban BPA in baby

bottles.
Canada has since made
it illegal to use BPA in any
water bottles as of 2008, and
has set aside $1.7 million for
further research into BPA.
“Many
manufacturers
have voluntarily removed
products that contain Bisphenol A including Gerber,
Disney and more,” Balsy
said.

From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Career Services Center
gives information for
students to learn how
to impress employers and stand out from
thousands of other
graduates. Free food
and gifts for those who
attend.

WEDNESDAY

• Sean Smunda
Artist
Talk/Reception

From 3 to 5 p.m. Kiehle
Hall welcomes Sean
Smunda’s photos for
his show entitled “Blueprints and Dreams.”

FRIDAY

• Atwood After
Dark

At 9 p.m. Atwood
hosts various activities
and comedian, Alonzo
Boden.
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Anti- Socialism presentation
hosted by campus fellowship
Emilie Thiessen
Staff Writer

Operating on campuses
throughout Minnesota, Maranatha Campus Fellowship
recently hosted Peter Hammond to talk about the consequences of Socialism in the
United States and beyond.
A South African doctor of divinity and a fervent
anti-communist, Hammond
is the founder and director of
Frontline Fellowship based
out of South Africa and has
been doing missionary work
around the world for many
years.
The presentation took
place in the Atwood Theatre
on Thursday, a date chosen
to coincide with the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall (Nov. 9th).
“We are right now at
the 20 anniversary of the
coming down of the Berlin
Wall, which I think has got
a tremendous significance in
understanding the nature of
Socialism and what it has to
say for us today,” Hammond
said.
“The Berlin Wall was
concrete proof of the failure
of Scientific Socialism.”
Although the talk emphasized immediate circumstances surrounding the fall
of the Berlin Wall, Hammond
began his speech by discussing the inception of the Cold
War and what he believes to
be the consequences of rampant Communism.
“Socialism and Communism was very much seen
interchangeably in the minds
of the Communists themselves. The 20th century has
proven to be the bloodiest
century in all of history and
Humanism has proved to be
the most destructive religion
of all time,” Hammond said.
“Far more people have
been killed in the name of
Atheism then all other religions combined; that is quite
a statement.”
Hammond went on to say
that according to the archives
of the Communist regimes,
the total death toll is at least

“I

am just astounded to think that anyone in America would want to follow in the
foot steps of failure.”
Peter Hammond
DIRECTOR OF FRONTLINE FELLOWSHIP

100 million people killed by
Communist governments just
between 1917 and 1991.”
Hammond expressed his
belief that the centralization
of government leads to inevitable corruption.
“This is the reason why
the Christian book has always
favored
decentralization,”
Hammond said. “When you
get centralization, governments tend to be more corrupt, more inefficient, and
absolute power leads to absolute corruption.”
Hammond
continued
by saying that Marxists do
not typically follow through
with their promises.
“We notice how the
Communists promise liberty,
but they are the biggest imperialists, biggest colonialists, biggest oppressors, they
are the most corrupt, they
have the worst human rights
record, they have murdered
hundreds of millions and
their economies are a disaster. Nazism is Socialism, it
is national Socialism. Communism is international Socialism,” Hammond said.
Hammond discussed his
belief that, “The Cold War
was won by a combination
of Christian courage [who]
endured decades of brutal persecution, and by the
steadfast resistance of brave
anti-Communist soldiers.”
In addition, he declared
that the war was won “by
persistent prayer and pressure from Christians in the
West, and the bold strategy
of Ronald Regan, which dismantled the evil empire.”
The trends of U.S. poli-

tics were also addressed
Thursday evening, namely
the ever controversial national health care reforms.
“If I am not mistaken, the
present Democratic party’s
policies seem awfully like
national Socialism to me. Socialized health care has not
worked anywhere. I am just
astounded to think that anyone in America would want
to follow in the foot steps of
failure,” Hammond said.
Grant Buse, associate
pastor for Maranatha Christian Fellowship and host of
the event, offered his opinion
in response to the matter.
“Socialism, the text book
definition, is the government
control of industry. Right
now, in America even, we
are at the point where if we
do nationalize health care,”
Buse said.
“We would be about 45
percent nationalized with our
economy if that takes place.
As Christians, we see it as
part of our responsibility to
stand up and say hey, this is
not a good direction.”
Hammond ended by outlining the ways he believes
Christians should reclaim
their country from Socialism.
“Christians, and people
who like freedom, need to
get back into education,
entertainment, new media,
religious institutions and political institutions. Plainly,
the news media has been
infiltrated and they are either cowards or they have an
agenda.”

Andrew Jacobson/ staff Photographer

People taking medication for Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and antidepressants are advised to avoid energy drinks.

Health impacts of energy
Jun-Kai Teoh

Managing online editor
Energy drinks may benefit people for the short term
but can be unhealthy because
they contain large amounts
of sugar or carbohydrates,
vitamins and central nervous
stimulants such as caffeine
and guarana.
Central nervous stimulants, one of the key ingredients of energy drinks, is
found in abundance in energy drinks as they create increased levels of excitement,
alertness or awareness for the
user.
David Bacharach, Professor of Exercise and Physiology and the Director of the
Human Performance Laboratory, said that there is a
distinct difference between
sports drinks and energy
drinks.
Sports drinks were originally designed after analyzing
sweat to determine what was
lost and to have it replaced.
Unlike energy drinks,
sports drinks do not offer the
sudden increased alertness
that energy drinks do.
“Sports drinks were really intended to just replace
fluids that were lost and the
energy that might have been
lost,” Bacharach said.

Energy drinks work by
giving the user increased energy or a sudden heightened
awareness.
It does however put the
person at risk of a “roller
coaster ride.” A roller coaster
ride is when the blood sugar
level (glucose level) spikes,
giving the person increased
energy, and then drops to below normal levels.
When the glucose level is
below normal, people might
experience hunger and feel
irritable.
There are some energy
drinks that do not use any
glucose (sugar) at all. These
energy drinks will still have
the roller coaster or crash effect but the intensity of it is
lessened.
Some energy drinks, such
as Bawls, uses another ingredient called guarana as a
stimulant alongside caffeine.
Guarana works the same
way caffeine does as it stimulates the user, but it usually
has a stronger impact than
caffeine does.
Due to the large doses of
caffeine or other stimulants,
energy drinks generally increase a person’s heart rate
and blood pressure.
People that are hypertensive, sensitive to caffeine
or have heart issues should
avoid energy drinks as it

might cause complications.
Gary Hanson, a pharmacist at the Student Health Services, said that students with
high blood pressure issues or
taking medication for Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
will want to stay away from
energy drinks.
“If you’re taking antidepressants you probably don’t
want to take stimulants with
that,” Hanson said.
Bacharach said that while
sports drinks are generally the
better choice between energy
and sports drinks due to the
lack of caffeine, both drinks
are not necessary to the human body.
Caffeine also has a dehydrating impact on the body,
which is not recommended
for athletes.
A risk of consuming energy drinks on a steady basis
is that people who do so may
build up a tolerance towards
the caffeine or stimulants.
Bacharach said that people considering consuming
energy drinks or sports drinks
should properly consider the
reason they’re consuming it.
“If we’re talking about
sports application and so on,
there’s probably little benefit unless the activity lasts
beyond an hour in duration,”
Bacharach said.
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Guest speakers make appearance at SGA
Emilie Thiessen
Staff WRITER

Last week’s SGA meeting was full of faculty speakers, the first of which was
Ronald Siebring who spoke
on behalf of Campus Recreation.
“69 percent of our students participate in Campus
Recreation.” said Siebring,
director of Sports Facilities
and Campus Recreation at
SCSU.
Siebring spoke to the
SGA to discuss the current
activities available through
Campus Recreation that he
said he felt SGA should be
aware of to offer any comments or concerns they may
have.
Siebring first addressed
the issue of raising the student activity fee by up to
one dollar per credit hour
to provide free access to the
student fitness center to all
students, versus the $30 fee
per semester that is currently
in place.
“I don’t think that we are
in the economic situation to
do this right now [however]
someday, sometime it would
be nice that all students can
drop in and do free play in

the fitness center, like they
can in the climbing wall or
the gym.” Siebring said.
Siebring moved on by
detailing the very popular
RecKids program that is offered through SCSU, which
consists of various different
events geared towards dependants of SCSU faculty,
staff and students, although
still being open to the general community as well.
Siebring highlighted Super Fridays, a program offered through RecKids.
“[Super Fridays] consist
of preparational activities,
almost always swimming as
well, and crafts and snacks
as well, which they [participating children] love,” Siebring said.
Super Fridays take place
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Fridays throughout the school
year.
The program is designed
for children ranging from 5
to 11 years old with a fee of
$8 per child.
Siebring also informed
the SGA that the pool in
Eastman hall is no longer being used as of this year, even
though many swimming and
boating activities took place
there.
“It is just an old, antiquat-

“W

e provide lots of different programming that addresses
a wide variety of gender issues including violence, reproductive
justice [and] leadership issues.”
Jane Olsen
DIRECTOR OF WOMEN’S CENTER

ed pool, and to assist the university in meeting its budget
constraints. We closed that
this year.”
Jane Olsen, director of
the SCSU Women’s Center was also in attendance
at Thursday’s meeting to
speak with the SGA in order
to spread awareness of the
Women’s Center.”
“We provide lots of different programming that
addresses a wide variety of
gender issues including violence, reproductive justice
[and] leadership issues. We
also do advocacy and support services.
Most often the areas in
which those services are offered are violence against
women including rape and
sexual assault, sexual harassment, stalking [and] dating
and domestic assault.”

“There are other issues
that people come to the
Women’s Center for and it
could be crisis pregnancy,
[or] talking with an advocate
about relationships issues,”
Olsen said.
Olson maintained that the
vast majority of programs offered through the Women’s
Center prove to be very popular, however the Rape Aggression Defense (R.A.D.)
program, which has been
one of the most successful
programs in the past, is losing ground.
“There have been more
crime alerts posted on campus this fall that I remember
for a period of time, and so
we assumed that safety concerns had been heightened.
We have had our first session
and I really do want to report
that we were disappointed

and actually surprised at the
small number of women that
signed up for the class.” Olsen said.
Olsen described the
R.A.D. program as “a combination of risk reduction
and awareness factors, but
you are also learning physical techniques to get our of
certain scenarios and situations … we [also] get to do
a little kicking and punching
work and it is really fulfilling.”
The fee for a nine-hour
course is $10, and if the entire course is completed, the
student can receive $5 back.
Dan Peterson, Director
of Residential Life at SCSU
also gave the SGA a quick
update on the 5th Avenue
Live! project going up near
campus.
“The construction is on

time right now. We should
have a model apartment
ready by the first of February
that we will begin to actually offer tours of to campus
community members.” Peterson said.
Peterson explained how
they are currently in the process of choosing a name for
the project and the furniture
that will eventually be used
inside the units.
“We are in the process
right now of narrowing down
possible names for the facility and we’ll be distributing
the short list of names for
consideration for that facility
to campus in the next couple
of weeks … to give us some
feedback before we forward
a final recommendation to
President Potter.” Peterson
said.
“We are also going to be
posting a furniture showcase
in Garvey during the month
of October to allow students
to comment on what they
like and don’t like.”
Peterson ended by saying
that sign-up for the new units
of 5th Avenue Live! will be
begin in mid-February for
the following academic year.

Panel discusses personal account of Palestine conflicts
Jerrica Goines
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Wednesday, Sept. 30,
Fouzi Slisli, SCSU Associate
Professor of Human Relations
and Multicultural Education,
Nasrin Jewell, Professor of
Economics at St. Catherine
University in St. Paul, and Amber Michel, fifth-year SCSU
student majoring in sociology,
made up a panel of delegates
voicing concern and insight
regarding the ongoing conflicts
in Israel and Palestine.
The trio also shared their
own personal experiences from
their recent trip to Palestine.
Here is a brief explanation
of what was taught during the
presentation:

Before the current issues
of fighting over Jerusalem
and county-wide control, Palestinians and Israelis lived in
peace for thousands of years.
Problems with Palestine and
Israel only date back to the
late1800’s, when Zionism became popular.
Zionism, according to
Michel, is the belief that it is
the divine right of the Jewish

peoples to have an established
homeland state in the region of
Palestine.
In 1917, the Zionist movement leapt forward. At the
time, one of the great powers,
Great Britain, issued a document called the Valpor declaration.
The Valpor declaration
stated that the people of Great
Britain want the Zionist Federation to know that they believe
in the right to a Jewish state in
Palestine.
The document also clearly
states that the Zionist in no
way were to hinder the rights
of non-Jewish citizens already
living there.
Nothing drastic was done
until a few years after the Holocaust and World War II. In
1947 the UN resolution 181
came up with a plan for a place
where many of the displaced
Jewish refugees could go to be
safe. The UN partitioned this
place from Palestine.
The plan was to take the
region and split it. 54 percent
of the land would go to the minority group, the Jews, and the
remaining 46 percent would go
to the Palestinians.
Both groups were initially

against the plan. Both sides
wanted the holy city of Jerusalem, which was purposely left
out in an attempt at fairness.
The Arab nation rejected
the plan and a Jewish agency
eventually accepted but war
broke out. Somewhere around
750,000 Palestinians fled the
country.
In May of 1948, Israel became an official state despite
Palestinian objection.
Months after official statehood, the UN made resolution
194.
This resolution stated that
the 750,000 displaced may return home, if the desired. The
Jewish state must allow them
to or provide compensation.
Neither requirement was ever
met.
Conflicts only seemed to
escalate from there.
In 1967, the six-day war
took place. During this war,
Israel narrowed in on the West
Bank, trying to get closer to Jerusalem. An additional 325,000
Palestinians were forced from
their homes.
In order to rectify the situation, the UN stepped in once
again, this time issuing a mandate stating that Israel must re-

turn to the initial set borders.
Israel has yet to comply
with the mandate.
In 1994, parts of the American media portrayed a turna-round. The Oslo Accords
seemed to offer a more promising solution for peace but
nothing discussed in the Oslo
Accords was ever carried out.
A wall was built to divide
the people further. This wall,
called the “Apartheid Wall,”
is over 400 miles long. It decreases the amount of available
water, cuts more land, health
care, education and hampers
the ability of Palestinians to
visit family and friends.
Checkpoints and high levels of military control also
hinder the Palestinian quality
of life.
The most recent attack on
Palestine happened almost a
year ago in December 2008 in
the war on Gaza.
The use of the chemical
weapon White Phosphorous
caused severe civilian casualties in the populated area of
Gaza.
At this time, Michel was so
horrified that she knew it was
time for her to take action.
“When the war on Gaza

happened it was stunning to
me the loss of civilian life
and in the grotesque way that
is happened,” Michel said. “I
felt that I really didn’t have an
excuse anymore to not do anything.“
This is when she began
getting more involved and
ending up going to Palestine
this summer, seeing everything
firsthand.
“What is important to understand,” says Michel, “is that
this is not just an issue of race.
It is not Jews against Muslims;
that is not heart of the matter. They have before lived in
peace for thousands of years.”
The attitude of the Zionist Jew is what needs to be
changed and is what is causing
the problems.
“This country needs to unclutch itself from the grip of
Zionism,” Slisli said.
When asked if it was fair
to say that Zionist Jews are being hypocritical by torturing
the Palestinian people in ways
similar to those used on them
during the Holocaust, Michel
replied, “yes.”
She went on to say, “the
Zionist Jews always say they
have lived through a terrible

Town hall
Continued from Page 1
book, you can highlight,
but don’t drop it in a puddle
of water,” Bakke said to emphasize her point.
Advertising and sponsoring opportunities were
also lightly talked about by
Bakke as it was not entirely

clear if they could sponsor
on-campus student media organizations such as UTVS or
KVSC.
The next townhall meeting is expected to be on Friday, Oct. 9th.
Jennifer Weil, the State

Career Fair
Continued from Page 1

Run Wang/ Contributing Photographer

Audience members watch as Professor Fouzi Slisli, Professor Nastin Jewell
and SCSU student Amber Michel present their Eyewitness Palestine Report
Wednesday in the Atwood Little Theater.

Decided majors
Continued from Page 1

to the College of Business because it is more coherent; meaning you take
the same core classes and
two-thirds of the programs
in the college are identical,”
Klepetar said.
“[The college of Busi-

ness] has a good reputation,
and frankly, you can’t get a
better value. You can spend
a lot more at the U of M and
you can spend even more at
a private school, but the accreditation and the reputation
of the school gets you just as

good of an education,” Zupanc said.
Many students are also
attending the College of Education.
“People are interested
in working with children
or working with people in
the educational professions,
whether that’s teaching or
counseling or marriage and
family therapy. I think [students are in the College of
Education] because those
are pretty clear career paths
and people are actually getting credentials and there

sponsored by the College
of Business, and is expected
to be happen Thursday, Oct.
8 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Atwood Ballroom.
Diane McClure of the
College of Business said
that students dress in a suit if
possible and bring copies of

their resume along to give to
employers.
“In today’s job market, it
is important to take advantage of every opportunity
that SCSU organizes for students,” McClure said.
James Weber, a professor of management at SCSU,
requires some of his classes

are clear jobs that they will
be qualified for and they
can apply for when they get
out,” said interim dean of the
College of Education Glen
Palm.
The College of Education
also offers many programs
for students to prepare for
the professional world. They
are also beginning the Bush
Teacher Preparation Initiative, a 10-year project.
“ We are working with
other colleges that are part
of teacher preparation,” said
Palm, “COFAH, COSS and

COSE all have programs
like music, art, social sciences, math and science and
we work collaboratively at
preparing teachers [in those
fields].”
Every major has some
kind of student club or organization that aims at providing professional and leadership experience.
“Those are really important,” Zupanc said. “You see
guest speakers and socialize
with upperclassmen, who
in two years might be interviewing you for a job. It’s

genocide, however they always
fail to comment on what they
are doing to the Palestinians.”
When doing research on
Warsaw, Poland, home of one
of the many ghettos during
World War II, Michel found
striking similarities in the ways
both groups were and are being
treated today.
A few ways to help, Slisli
said, is for people to boycott
certain things such as L’Oreal
products and Starbucks, academics such as scholarships
taking place in Israel and otherwise to cut off American
funding.
“I personally think Zionism is on its exit, this is the
21st century, you cannot treat
people like that,” Slisli said.
All three members of panel
seemed to agree a two state solution will not work.
They all said they also believe that the Palestinians and
the Israelis can live in peace
once again.
For more information, visit
http://www.whoprofits.org or
http://www.stopthewall.org

Chair of MSUSA, is expected to attend the meeting.
The SGA Townhall
meeting times are currently
not posted online at the SGA
Web site. Students interested
in getting more information
about the townhall meetings
can request more information at stugov@stcloudstate.
edu.

to attend the Prep Party and
career fair.
“The prep party goes
over some basics that really differentiate students
in the eyes of employers,”
Weber said. “Given the state
of the job market right now,
I am pushing attendance a
lot harder than I have in the
past.”
Weber said he believes in
the importance of both events
and believes that there can
be a true benefit for students
who participate.

nice to know them ahead of
time.”
Another opportunity for
experience at the college
level is internships.
“Not everybody gets an
internship, but it really helps
to see how the real world
works and students get to
meet a prospective employer
and get that experience,” Zupanc said. “Some students,
of course, are working part
or full time and that has its
advantages too.”
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MnSCU wins the
lottery every year
Because there
What
would
Kyle
seems to be a need
you do if you won
Stevens
to raise tuition evthe Powerball lotery year.
tery?
Of course there
Would you buy
is the need to pay
a nice house? Get
instructors and proyourself that Bentfessors, janitorial
ley you so rightly
services,
athletic
deserve? Put 17,000
teams, school sponpeople through colsored
programs
lege?
Wait. What?
Opinions Editor and groups and the
presidents and all
You would foot
his or her men and
the bill for an entire
student body? You would al- women.
A month ago, the St. Cloud
low the entire student population of, say, St. Cloud State to Times had an “Our View”
submission about the topic of
graduate with no debt?
Well, you would need to giving school presidents perwin two record Powerballs to formance based bonuses.
Is that necessary?
let you do that.
Much like a professional
“But the largest Powerball
jackpot was over $300 mil- athlete, the salary itself should
be incentive enough to do the
lion,” you might be thinking.
job.
Yes. Yes it was.
According to the St. Cloud
But to send that many
people through our fine insti- Times Data Center, Earl H.
tution would cost somewhere Potter, the president of SCSU,
in the neighborhood of $430 makes $273, 140 per year.
That does not include “Other
million.
I’m not just making these Pay” that totals more than
numbers up, either. The stu- $50,000.
Out president’s “Other”
dent population and estimated
cost of attendance is all avail- income could pay for one stuable on SCSU’s Web site for dent to attend his college for
four years. And this is what he
prospective students.
I know that there are other makes a year in addition to his
factors involved in the cost of base salary?
It is a goal of mine to have
attendance.
The government is nice a comma in my paycheck at
enough to pay $1.07 for every some point in my life. But to
dollar we spend, and grants get two numbers to the left of
help hundreds, if not thou- that comma is outside of my
sands, of students reduce their imagination.
I pay dearly to attend a
potential debt.
But I also removed the college that has a number of
cost of on-campus housing, well respected, accredited
majors. Journalism, and the
food and books.
The estimated cost of media field in general, is a
attendance for one year at bright spot for this school and
SCSU is $6,330 just in tuition the community.
When I graduate, will I
and fees. Add in everything
else, and that number more get performance bonuses?
Unlikely.
than doubles.
What I will get is a handSo if the numbers are to
be believed, the student body shake from a man that makes
will contribute roughly $900 more in two weeks than I
million to this school after manage in several months.
I will get a piece of pafour years.
In the entire MnSCU per that signifies my ability
system, there are roughly to pass classes and write with
250,000 students. According some ability.
But really what I get is
to their website, the system
has a budget of $1.8 billion a piece of paper that I see as
of which $647 million comes MnSCU’s previously cashedin lottery ticket.
from tuition and fees.
Hope they paid the extra
Why are these numbers
dollar for the Power Play.
important?
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Reflections on working
at the Twins’ Metrodome
at one of the stands
I have only
Kyra
how much work
been to the MetroLoch
and effort it is to
dome in Minneapkeep each stand
olis a few times in
stocked.
my life.
I had never seen
One of the asso much food in
pects I remember
my life in the loadfrom the first time
ing dock.
I visited the dome
The pyramids
was not believof boxes containing
ing the amount of
chips and peanuts,
concessions stands
cases of soda, and
in the building and
COLUMNIST
coolers filled with
how busy all of
hot dogs and malt
them were.
I never stopped to think cups were extensive.
And this was the last
what goes into keeping a
building like this running effi- time during the Twin’s reguciently; a place that is always lar baseball season that the
busy and that many fans rely stands would be stocked in
on in order to enjoy watching order to serve all of the fans.
While seeing the process
the game.
I would not consider of how the stands are stocked
myself a very sports-crazy and run was intriguing, it was
person. I do enjoy attending the workers and employees
different games and sporting that were really interesting.
The workers are there unevents, but I do not follow
really any specific teams or til the job is done, and they
go out of my way to watch a cannot stop until the game is
over.
game.
This means they are ofBut as most Minnesotans
know, this is the last season ten there to very late in the
the Twins will be playing at night.
Everyone’s attitude that
the Metrodome. Next year
they will have a brand new night was very encouraging.
outdoor stadium to hold their Yes, the work was not that
fun; we were transporting
games.
This past weekend I was large boxes and working in
able to experience something freezing coolers for almost 5
not that many people have. I hours.
But no one was in a bad
was scheduled to volunteer
as a concessions worker for a mood. People worked hard to
fundraiser, and it was one of get the job done, and had fun
the Twin’s last games here at doing it.
It was also fun to listen to
the Metrodome.
My group ended up help- the employees talk and remiing in distribution of supplies nisce about the dome and
to the concessions stands; some of the history; they are
we went down to the load- all very proud of the dome
ing dock after the game and and the Twin’s.
Many were sad this was
worked on re-stocking all of
the stands in the dome. This one of the last games to be
was a huge eye opener to see held in the building.
This past weekend I was
what goes into preparing for
able to be a part of something
a Twin’s game.
The dome serves about that was a lot bigger then me.
45,000 people with each It was interesting to work begame. In order to serve that hind the scenes and see what
many people, each stand goes into what is a huge part
needs to be fully stocked and of a sports game, but a part
that most people do not think
prepared.
I never realized when I go about.
up to get a hot dog or nachos
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Lead or follow
but get out of
the way
Press Werden
contributing writer

Quote of the Day:

“A

bank is a place that will lend you money if you can
prove that you don't need it.”
Bob Hope
Actor and comedian

At war with sensibilities

I have had the saying, “If
you don’t stand for something,
you will fall for anything” directed at me a by a number of
people who base their life on
some cause or belief system.
When asked, I take this opportunity to double check my
apathy toward issues such as religion, politics and other beliefs,
and wonder if I should walk the
life of neutrality.
It is often thought that people who are apathetic are lazy,
disinterested, don’t want to learn
the facts, or just have no passion
to pursue a cause.
Though it may be ironic,
I am going to advocate for
apathetic people because I see
them as the Switzerlands of the
world.
Most people have no problem with Switzerland right? Is
it really right to rip on Switzerland for not partaking in wars?
For not going along with what
the rest of the world was doing
when everyone was declaring
sides of which cause they believed in the most?
Even though I am apathetic,
I am not a lazy thinker, quite just
the opposite.
If one critically thinks about
it, don’t the people who stand
for one specific belief system
first have to fall for that something?
They had to fall for what other people conveyed to them to be
the ultimate truth and therefore,
many times, people advocate
their whole lives for that cause.
Maybe apathetic people are the
ones who have thought about
things through on a greater level
than those who succumbed to
accept one belief.
I have no problem with people having core beliefs. I know
that belief systems play a great
role and have an integral part in
societies.
For example, I attended
Catholic school and church for
the greater part of my years and
know that religious institutions
can do great things for people.
Everyone needs a sort of
identity, which gives them other
like-minded people to identify
with. Sometimes people feel like
with this identity, they also have
a purpose and goal in life.

Valerie
Steffl

Asst. News Editor

I do have a problem with
people taking their beliefs and
forcing them on others.
This is where I am proud to
call myself apathetic. I would
rather not resiliently and closedmindedly stand for a certain belief system and try to make others think just like me.
I have no hidden agendas to
win people over to “my side” and
get no pleasure out of winning
someone’s mind by convincing
them that my mentality is far superior. It is sometimes annoying
and I tend to tune people out the
more passionate and forceful on
the subject they are.
Maybe it’s the cynic in me,
or my extreme level of stubbornness that makes me question
peoples’ motives.
This was so prevalent to me
during the 2008 election. So
many people asked which candidate I was going to vote for. Every time, I had to analyze how
politically radical the person
was to see if I should tell them
the truth in order to dodge a seven minute long lecture of them
telling me to change.
Most of the time I did not
care, I just responded with the
truth, “I’m not voting.”
I always braced myself for
the return that went something
like, “GASP! Why wouldn’t you
vote? You have to vote! Do you
know what women had to go
through to give you the power to
vote? Do you know how many
people died to protect the democracy of America?” Etc.
Yes, I do know all the answers to all of the questions. I
did attend schools that did their
very best to instill American values in me.

What I want to know is, what
does it matter to people if I vote
or not? Do you just want me vote
to give you peace of mind?
Will you feel better to know
that you were the catalyst to
make me go vote? Will you feel
better knowing that you spread
“democracy?”
Why can’t people be okay
with the fact that I do not want to
stand in a long line for about an
hour to vote for a candidate that
I either did not like or knew had
no chance on Earth of winning?
Have people taken what the
media and teachers have said
about the power of the vote?
Why not research this and then
criticize why people have lost
faith in the system and are “apathetic.” People can tell me that
in order to be a good citizen, I
need to vote. I say in order to
be a good citizen, people need
to be well informed and media
literate.
What about religious missionaries who have gone to such
lengths to convert people to their
beliefs? Did they do this altruistically because they want to save
the “savages?”
Or did they have a hidden
agenda to save themselves?
Was it really worth forcing
Native Americans into boarding
school to Americanize and force
them into a different religion? I
guess this is just how I feel about
those who display such fervor in
their beliefs.
I think the world needs Switzerlands, otherwise would we
all just be Germanys or United
States—constantly at war with
each other.
Is it really right to criticize
people who have no desire to
change other people’s views
so it fits in perfectly with their
own?
Is it wrong for people with to
be okay with own views without
feeling the need to be the majority in order to be right?
Is it wrong to display a level
of maturity that accepts peoples’
differences?
Apathetic people should not
be written off for their indecisiveness but should rather be
seen as an example to doublecheck peoples’ own agendas.

Pro-Polanski people protecting
perverted pedofile from punishment
Legendary film director
Roman Polanski was grabbed
by authorities in Germany
and is expected to be extradited back to the U.S. to face
charges for having sex with a
13-year old girl back in the
late 1970s.
Polanski fled the country
in 1978 to avoid said charges, in which he drugged and
raped a 13-year old girl, after
his conviction was handed
down.
For 30 years, this sex offender has lived in Paris,
which refused to extradite
him for his crimes to the
U.S.
Now, he has been arrested
in Germany and the pressure
is on to bring him back to the
states to face justice.
What outrages me is that
people have been defending
this man. People like Whoopi
Goldberg and other members
of the Hollywood community.
Where is the justification
to defend a man who raped a

Joe
Froemming

Opinions Editor

child?
Polanski, who directed
films such as “Rosemary’s
Baby” and the Academy
Award winning “The Pianist,”
may be a talented filmmaker,
but Phil Spector was a good
music producer so should he
not be in prison for murder?
Of course not. Polanski
may have lived a tragic life.
He lost his mother to Nazi
Germany, which occupied his
homeland of Poland.
He survived World War
Two. Tragic? Yes, but justifying his behavior? Nope.
In 1969, his wife Sharon

Tate, their unborn child and
others were murdered by
Charles Manson’s deranged
family. Tragic? Yes. But once
again, it does not excuse his
behavior.
Apologists for Polanski
baffle me. I don’t care how
much talent he has, or how
tragic his life was, because
that has nothing to do with
what he did to that girl.
The so-called liberal bent
in Hollywood seems to be
enraged when children are
sexually abuse, except when
it is done by a famous film
director.
At least Bill Maher and
Chris Rock have spoken out
against this “pro-Polanski”
attitude and are of the rational logic he should face the
results of his actions.
Simply put, Polanski is a
pedofile who simply avoids
responsibility for his actions.
Germany should turn him
over to U.S. officials and
this slime ball can finally be
brought to justice.
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I can’t recall the first time
I noticed the deplorable lack
of consideration for pedestrians by pedestrians.
But it’s something that
I’m forced to ‘notice’ multiple times a day. If you
haven’t noticed, I’m probably
talking about you.
A college campus is one
of the many environments in
which a person can expect to
be walking quite a bit—and to
be encountering many, many
other bodies while walking.
My gripe is with those
people who seem to be completely unaware that they
are not the only people on
campus, or in existence as a
whole.
Few things frustrate me
more than being caught behind someone who feels no
need to move with any kind
of deliberation toward their
intended destination (if they
actually have one), and who,
furthermore, decides to do his
or her dawdling in a manner
that neatly bisects the length
of the hallway.
Aside from the fact that
this is an astounding act of
mathematical precision, such
people never seem to realize
that building behind them is
a small cluster of angry people.
This is the same kind of
person who walks through a
door and lets it close in your
face. Who pauses to contemplate their dinner selection in
the middle of a narrow go-between in Garvey Commons.
Who pauses to consider the
meaning of life (‘life’ is, apparently, associated with
the lyrics to the latest Miley
Cyris single) with a group of
fellow elevated sophisticates
anytime, anywhere.
Although I continue to
hope that one such session of
elevated thought will occur in
the middle of a busy intersection, I am constantly disappointed.
Unfortunately, these people are not confined to a college campus, or to a specific
age group.
It’s nearly impossible to
walk through a retail store
without finding someone
who seems to think that they
are the only person shopping in the store. Someone
who walks slowly down the
middle of the aisle with their
shopping cart, oblivious to
the fact that there is someone
else waiting behind them to
get by.
It’s also difficult to ride
a city bus without finding
someone who seems to think
that their conversation is impossible for others to hear,
even at epic volume levels.
Now, I admit, I’m not the
most aware person on the
planet.
For example, I wear earbuds pretty much everywhere.
What does this mean for my
consideration of others? It
means I need to take the buds
out while entering Garvey, if
only to say hi to the cashier.
It means I need to watch
even more carefully to see
when there are people who
walk faster than I do.
I need to notice when
someone is walking behind
me through a doorway and
watch carefully for cars and
bikes when crossing the
street.
Did that last part sound a
bit like kindergarten talk to
you? This whole thing does
to me, and I’m getting awfully tired of encountering
people who seemed to have
skipped that step (and others)
in their education.
Nobody’s perfect. Every
now and then, we all accidentally let the door close on the
person behind us.
Every now and then, we
walk slowly while thinking
about something, or stop in
an awkward place to think
some more.
Every now and then accidents happen.
But it’s becoming an epidemic. This isn’t like H1N1;
we can’t just wash our hands
and eat right to better our
chances of avoiding it.
We all need to try and
be aware of what’s going on
around us and, more importantly, we need to be aware of
the fact that it actually matters.
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Letters to the Chronicle
Agree to disagree
with Palestine-Israel
conflict

Last Wednesday, we were
able to hear the personal testimonies of SCSU student
Amber Michel, SCSU professor Fouzi Slisli, and St.
Catherine University professor Nasrin Jewell regarding
their trip to Palestine this
summer.
I’m very grateful for their
very eye-opening reports regarding the massive oppression going on in Palestine.
I praise their courage for
telling the stories of Palestinians and their plight, for
standing up against the predominating view in American society that supports
Israeli aggression, and for
explaining the perspective
that is too often ignored and
little understood.
However, I must respectfully disagree with two arguments they made in the presentation.
The first is their advocacy for a one-state solution
as opposed to the two-state
solution.
The second is their support for “boycott, divestment, and sanction” against
Israel.
I strongly feel the twostate solution is the only
way forward on this issue. I
can concede that perhaps, in
some philosophical utopia,
the one-state solution might
be a desirable outcome; but
it’s completely unrealistic.
So I do not pretend that
the two-state solution is
ideal, but it is realistic and it
will improve the lives of Palestinians and Israelis quite
drastically.
I am not alone in this because this is the international
consensus. It is favored by
the Arab nations, the Palestinians, the Israeli people,
and so on.
The only rejectionists
have been the U.S. and Israeli governments. The closet Israel and Palestine have
come to a settlement was at
the Taba Summit (before Israel pulled out), which led
to the Geneva Accord that
provides for realistic, though
not ideal, solutions. Again,

that?s the consensus.
Second, I disagree with
their calls for divestment. We
should support an end to arm
sales to Israel, but we should
not support divestment. One,
it’s ineffective; two, it’s the
wrong way to think about it;
and three, it hurts our cause
for promoting peace in the
region. Namely, it distracts
from the important issues of
occupation, war crimes, and
continued oppression. Supporters of Israeli expansion
know this, and they use divestments to distract us from
the primary issues at stake to
focus instead on other irrelevancies.
There is no longer any
doubt that Israel continues to
commit flagrant war crimes,
ignore international law, and
terrorize the Palestinian population. We must continue to
focus and speak out on these
issues, stop the boycotts
against Israel, and support
the international consensus
for a two-state solution.
Benjamin Seghers
3rd Year International
Business Student

Everyone needs
to do their part to
save paper
In the article “Use of paper on campus evens out,”
published in University
Chronicle on Monday, September 7, 2009, Kyle Nelson
discusses an important issue
of paper waste at St. Cloud
State University (SCSU).
SCSU, as well as other
educational institutions, look
for an efficient use of paper
and solutions to effective recycling.
In the struggle to save
money and reduce pollution,
people forget about the small
steps that we all can take to
come up with the great outcome that would benefit the
community as a whole.
With today’s technological advances, it is not understandable why we still use
paper. Faculty and students
of colleges are equipped with
e-mail accounts, cell phones,
Facebook profiles, websites,
and learning programs.

Despite the ideal goal of
these “technological miracles,” we still use tons of paper every year.
I sadly realize that most
of the professors at SCSU
do not use the D2L program,
which provides an opportunity to store class-material,
submit papers, access class
lists, and allow written class
discussions.
Instead of convenient and
electronic access to the class
material, we all carry stacks
of unorganized papers. Campus advertising with flyers
and brochures can be easily
substituted with e-mail notifications or social network
communications.
Workshops and individual recycling programs should
be introduced to the campus
community to create awareness and stimulate proactive
behavior.
For example, the University of Minnesota came up
with a program that requires
students to use recycling bins
instead of general garbage in
all classrooms, cafeterias,
and dormitories.
If we all take action and
substitute paper with technological communication, the
waste of paper and pollution
will decrease as a problem.
SCSU and the local community can definitely find great
benefits from rethinking, reacting and recycling.
Magdalena Sklodowska
St. Cloud, Minnesota

Tea Party articles
short on substance and accuracy
I was alarmed at the inaccuracy and one-sidedness of
“Tea Party hosts speakers on
Gov”, written by Sean Trebus.
I attended both the town
hall meeting and “Tea Party”
rally that followed. The town
hall meeting was held in the
gymnasium of Tech High
School - not City Hall, as
was reported (a bit of a red
flag that suggests the reporter
did not attend either event).
The article reads, “The

Tea Party gathering was
meant to represent people of
non-partisan ideologies that
are concerned with intrusive
policies of the government
and feel the current direction
does not reflect their constitutional liberties as citizens.”
This statement is at best,
a gross mischaracterization
of Saturday’s event.
Read the above quote
carefully and one could just
as easily guess it was a description of a rally against
the Patriot Act (warantless
wire-tapping, etc...).
This event was indeed
partisan - and there is no
shame or journalistic inaccuracy in saying so. The crowd,
the organizers, the speakers all Republican.
I have to wonder, did the
writer of this article actually
attend either event? Obviously not the town hall meeting,
unless he sat lonely over at
a locked City Hall building,
waiting for some action.
One surprisingly absent
piece of this story is the narrative of those in attendance.
Why no comments from
those in the crowd?
Plenty of supporters and
detractors were on hand and
granted interviews throughout the event. Why no mention of the actual content of,
or reason for the rally?
The article as it stands,
feels like a piece of propaganda released by someone
connected to the event and
with specific political motivations.
There is more to this story – I assure you. I spoke to a
contributing writer from the
Chronicle who interviewed
me and several others (supporters AND protestors) in
attendance.
I simply cannot understand why this article was
not included and “Tea Party
hosts speakers on Gov” was.
The campus community
should demand accuracy and
fairness in reporting - even if
it is just a school newspaper.
Amber Michel
St. Cloud, Minnesota
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The Miller Center is
not for Miller Time
Lwando Scott
Columnist
I have been at SCSU for the
past three semesters and I have
come to the conclusion that a
bulk of the SCSU student body
knows nothing about library etiquette.
This sad realization couldn’t
have been truer than last night,
where one woman had to tell
three men to keep it down as we
were on the third floor, where no
conversations should be taking
place as this is the quiet floor.
I was even more bedazzled
when I went to the second floor
and a guy was listening to what
I am sure was the new Jay Z
song, and I could hear it playing as far as ten feet (I wish I
was exaggerating).
I had to check and remind
myself that I was at the library
and not the Red Carpet.
Even more puzzling is that
no one else looked as disturbed
by this as I was.
A few weeks back this one
guy had the audacity to eat his
lunch in the library, a Subway
sandwich of all things, not peanuts, chips or chocolate, a sandwich. He looked like a first year
student but his behavior is still
inexcusable.
There are a multitude of
signs in the library that state “no
eating” and “no noise” and yet
students seem to be oblivious to
them.
The library is a public place
where people with different personalities and goals congregate.
But the primary role of the library to provide us with a place
to study, to do homework, and
to work on projects, with as a
little noise and disturbance to
others as possible.
A place where your younger siblings cannot annoy you,
or your roommate wanting to
watch Big Brother while you
want to read, a place for you to
be productive in the pursuit of
scholarly success. The library is
our source of information when
doing research; it aids us in “deconstructing” theories (to use a
popular term) made up by other
thinkers.
This is a place where the
next “big idea” might be formulated and loud music might
disturb that process.
This is a place that houses
works of people who have not
only helped us understand the
world, but also enabled us to
change it. When you enter the
library you should understand
that you are amongst great
minds, leaders, revolutionary

people and in this respect the
library should be treated with
reverence along with the people
who use it.
The Miller Centre has rooms
for group discussions, the third
floor is the quiet floor and the
first and second floors groups
are allowed (which I personally think is too generous; they
should be limited to one).
In a perfect world, the whole
library would be silent. No exceptions. That is why you have
group study rooms.
I am not one to advocate
for enforcements anywhere, but
I think the library might need
them.
In recent times I find myself
only really appreciating the library on a Friday night, Saturday or Sunday during the day
as these are the times with the
least amount of traffic and only
within these times is the library
a true learning sanctuary.
With that said, here are few
library etiquette tips you might
want to remember the next time
you are in the library:
Sitting on the tables is
not right, that is why there are
chairs. You can do it in your
room or at your partner’s house,
but not in the library.
Please
keep
Beyonce,
Linkin Park and Flo Rida to a
minimum. We know they are
fabulous artists, but you are disturbing me with your “Single
Ladies” while I am trying to understand E=MC².
I know it is tempting to
show your friend the new spoof
of yet another music video on
YouTube and laugh out loud,
but please refrain until you get
to Atwood or your room.
It is one thing for your
phone to ring at maximum volume (while it should be silent)
but answering it and having a
twenty minute conversation is
obnoxious. The gossip might be
juicy, but really, we don’t care.
It is really not a hard math
equation, if you want to converse with a friend, go outside.
Being hostile to someone
who is trying to shush you because you are noisy (on the third
floor no less, where you should
be silent) is unacceptable.
Remember the library is for
public use, it is not just for you.
As with all public institutions
you need to respect those who
use it with you. Library rules are
not there to stifle your lifestyle;
they are there to make sure we
all make adequate use of the
library to ensure maximum
learning. Now, I understand
you might not want to learn, but
please, do not disturb those us
who want to.
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‘Price of Pleasure’ presentation shocked students
Mike Runyon
staff writer

Many students got out of
their seats and left the auditorium during the screening
of the documentary “Price of
Pleasure.”
With the help of the Womens Center, Robert Jensen
hosted the screening.
The film took a critical
feminist viewpoint against
the pornographic industry.
There were explicit
scenes of pornography
throughout the movie.
Robert Jensen prefaced
the screening by telling
viewers that if the images
they saw were too disturbing, he encouraged them to
leave.
Many students giggled
and gasped during the film.
Some of the scenes included virtual child pornography, which the film said
was legal because it didn’t
use actual children.
The virtual child pornography instead used computer
simulated videos of children
engaged in various forms of
intercourse.
Sara Lind and Angie
Kraipowich, both students
at SCSU, said that they were
concerned that virtual child

Jun-Kai Teoh/ staff photographer

Price-Robert Jensen, a journalism professor at the University of Texas, discusses the porn industry and its negative effects from a feminist perspective.

porn could legitimize having
sex with children.
They said that prior to
watching the video they
didn’t even know that the
genre existed.

The film used opinions
from pornographic producers, users, actors and actresses.
It also included critiques
from psychiatrists, attorneys

and social workers.
One of the correspondents in the film said that
equating an anti-porn stance
with an anti-sex stance was
similar to equating an anti

McDonald’s stance with an
anti-eating stance.
Robert Jensen said for
viewers to try to understand
that this is part of their culture.
The pornography industry is worth $80 billion per
year. 900 million pornography tapes are rented and over
1,000 new women become
porn actresses each year.
Some pornography actresses star in mainstream
films. The film also depicted
a pornographer who went
on to direct music videos
for bands such as Xzibit and
Linkin Park.
The film used figures
from a study done on representations of women in pornography.
The study concluded that
in the videos sampled, 89.9
percent of the videos depicted scenes of aggression.
94.4 percent of these
scenes of aggression were
against women.
This study used random
samplings from 304 of the
most popular pornographic
videos on a popular web site
to gain a neutral perspective
on the industry as a whole.
The film also showcased
racial stereotypes in the pornographic industry.

The documentary depicted how the industry used
animalistic stereotypes for
black men and how it hyper
sexualized black women.
The film did touch on the
sub-genres of gay porn, solo
porn and dominatrix style
porn; but focused mainly on
heterosexual male porn.
One of the figures in the
film was that 70 percent of
the pornographic viewing
audience was straight males.
The film also had several
quotes from people whose
relationships were affected
by pornographic use.
The women in the film
said that they felt inadequate
after finding out their significant others used pornography.
Therapists and psychologists in the film said that the
effects of pornographic use
don’t end when the viewer
is done.
One of the psychologists
said, “You can’t zip up your
mind like you can zip up
your pants.”
Before the showing of
the film, Robert Jensen said
“Human beings are a story
telling animal, the stories humans tell shape who humans
are.”

‘Eskimo Snow’ falls
on familiar ground
and not for the better
Joseph Froemming
Album Review
Riding on the heels of
two great albums, Why?’s
latest release “Eskimo Snow”
is a hit and miss collection
of songs recorded during the
“Alopecia” sessions in 2007.
While some tracks are
interesting, “Eskimo Snow”
lacks the energy and tonguein-cheek lyrics of Why?’s
past releases.
Perhaps there was a reason these tracks were not released.
The album is more morose and has a Cure-like vibe
throughout.
In other words, it feels
like a “poor me” album Goth
kids will listen to it in the
dark rooms while they ponder their lame existence.
Starting with “These
Hands” the album heads towards a downward spiral of
depression.
While this may work
for other artists, but not for
Why?
Yoni Wolf, lead singer
and
multi-instrumentalist
who formed Why? as his
hip-hop alias for the anticon
and Mush record labels was
known for his quirky lyrics
and nasally voice.
The voice remains, yet it
starts to grade the ears when
he’s pretending to be a mod-

ern day Robert Smith.
A stand out track is “Even
the Good Wood Gone,” which
sounds like it came, musically, from the chorus of Pink
Floyd’s “Comfortable Numb”
and the dreamy lyrics are up
to par with Wolf’s past work.
The lyrics “I woke up
sniffing gray already” is a
good example of the lyrics
one would expect from Wolf.
Except it wasn’t; his
brother Josiah and Doug McDiarmid wrote it.
“Berkeley by Hearseback” is a good track, the lyrics up to par.
The child-like sound
which contrasts the darkly
humorously and depressing
song is a reminder that Why?
can be a great band at times.
The final track, which is
the album’s title track, ends
the album on a “why was the
album not more like this”
feeling.
With acoustic guitar
strummed and Wolf’s singsong voice, the simplicity
of it makes one wonder why
“Eskimo Snow” was not on
“Alopecia.”
Unfortunately, “Eskimo
Snow” does not stand up to
Why?’s previous work.
It clocks in at a little over
30-minutes, each track averaging about two-minutes
apiece.
With ten songs, this

should be sold as an e.p. instead of calling it a full-length
album.
Fans will no doubt pick
this up, but be warned: this
could hardly be called a proper new release.
This trend of releasing
tracks left off albums is not
amusing.
At least Modest Mouse’s
“No One’s First and You’re
Next” was labeled an e.p.
Instead of tinkering with
older songs, Why? should be
pushing the creative flow that
has been a staple of their career.
By remaining stagnant
in their sound, a mix of folk
and psychedelic, they are not
doing what anticon’s mission
statement was at their beginning: “Music for the advancement of hip hop.”
Why? did push beyond
hip hop, abandoning it for
the most part, they were on
a good roll until “Eskimo
Snow.”
Only established bands
can get away with releasing un-released tracks and
get away with it for the most
part.
Why? has four albums under their belts. This is something that should have been
considered after a couple of
decades or so and more albums out.

photo courtesy of smahut.com

“Eskimo Snow” is Why?’s fifth release and is of unreleased tracks from 2007.

photo courtesy of amazon.com

Crash Love, AFI’s eighth studio album, was released September 29.

New AFI album ‘crashes’
i nto a new consistency
Meaghan Block
album review
“Crash Love” smashes
AFI’s former precedent to
pieces.
Typically AFI changes up
their sound with each new album, and with this album they
have kept a similar sound to
their last one.
They have made a transition smoothly into a rock
band, but they still retain their
unique sound.
For fans of the last album,
this is not negative.
This is their eighth studio
album; it was released on September 29.
The songs are upbeat with
a gothic twist to them.
They are peppy, but if
you listen closely to the lyrics you’ll hear the dark undertones.
It is slightly less dark than
the previous albums but it is no
less AFI.
A review of this album by
musicomh.com stated “In so
many ways, AFI are the band
that aspiring rockers dream of
forming in their wistful, Utopian youth.”
Produced by Joe McGrath
and Jacknife Lee with the
band, “Crash Love” (Interscope) is AFI’s most confident,
enjoyable album yet.
While there remains echoes
of the Cure, the Smiths and

many other morose pop heroes
from the 1980s, the result feels
more organic now, rooted in
the genuinely bleak and hopeless than the simply theatrical
sounds of My Chemical Romance.
“Crash Love” plays its
strongest hand right off bat.
“Torch Song” fades in
slowly with its mournful dissonant feedback. Then, it
launches into a strong guitar
riff, with singer Davey Havok
singing beautifully.
“Too Shy To Scream” is
a monster live hit in waiting,
a lovesick shoegazer anthem
with a chorus that speaks to a
million teen girl diaries: “I’d
die / if you only met my / eyes
before you passed by / Will
you pause to break my heart?”
“End Transmission” is a
true standout that mixes enchanting keyboard touches in
with confident guitar twangs
and Havok’s most satisfying
vocal performance yet.
This one is a potential new
favorite for the group and it
will command mass sing-alongs from the band’s dedicated fan base.
“Veronica Sawyer Smokes”
is a dark-indie track that draws
the slightest influence from
early Placebo.
On this, sensitive vocals,
hypnotic gang chants and
soaring guitars hide the dark
undertones of the words and
its emotive imagery.

“OK, I Feel Better Now”
is a soulful rocker that will lift
you up from out of your moodiest of moments, meanwhile
“Medicate” has a definite oldschool flavor to it.
There are tones of angst in
the vocals that mixes in with
grandiose and powerful guitars.
By contrast, “I Am Trying Very Hard to Be Here” is a
balls-out pop-punk behemoth.
“Sacrilege” is a darker affair as a whole that features
solid beats which leap off
bouncing riffs and vitriolic
vocals before the anthemia
and driving “Darling, I Want
To Destroy You.” Again, here
the band expertly masks dark
themes underneath uplifting
melodies and a strong attitude.
“Cold Hands” finishes
things off and it readily displays the band’s Cure influence, specifically within the
guitars.
Almost ballad-like, it’s
heart-wrenching and beautiful in equal parts and probably
the most lyrically hard-hitting
track on the record.
As always Havok’s distinctive voice is of a high standard,
with his passion and emotions
being shown throughout. It
could be said it is ideal that
these songs sound so big, as
Havok’s compliments the
slick, grand sound this record
has.
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Clubs and Grub feeds student needs
Valorie Steffl

Asst. News editor
One guaranteed way to
get college students involved
on campus is have food in
close proximity.
The Center for Student Life and Development
(CSOLD) achieved that
when they decided to give
Mainstreet a makeover and
offer students another chance
to get involved in student
groups on campus.
The Garvey lobby played
host to CSOLD’s first Clubs
and Grub week and will continue through Homecoming
week this Monday through
Thursday.
This also gives give student groups another venue
to present their offerings to
SCSU students.
Clubs and Grub is not
necessarily a recruitment opportunity for organizations,
but more make the different
groups visible.
Organizations
feature
what they are all about
through the whole year in Atwood, but the constant presence of the booths desensitize
people and make it easy to
just walk by.
Since the Garvey lobby a
space that is normally free of
tables, students walk through
and notice while they are on
their way or standing in the
line to get food.
Unlike Mainstreet, each
Clubs and Grub night is dedicated a different genre of involvement.
Some of the nights last
week included organizations
from: Arts and Communication, Religious and Spiritual
night, Departmental and Academic night, Advisory Group
night, and Service and Advocacy night.
This features the organizations in a more intimate
and less overwhelming manner so students can attend a
specific night that especially
intrigues them.
Students can still look forward to: Fraternities & Sororities and Honoraries night on
Monday, Language and Culture night on Tuesday, Sports

tyler ohmann / contributing photographer

Student Serivices Chair Amanda Bardonner and Interim Vice President Ray Hoover set up the Student Government Association
booth in Garvey Commons Thursday.
Club night on Wednesday
and Political and Social Concern night on Thursday.
In addition to the change
of location and size of each
event, Clubs and Grub starts
at 4:30 p.m. and caters to the
students who were too busy
to attend the afternoon Mainstreet event.
Jillian Mergen, peer minister at the Newman Center,
thinks the event is more convenient.
“We like it because its

something for the people who
had class during Mainstreet,”
Mergen said, “Mainstreet
went on from 11-3 and I had
class and know a lot of other
people who had class during
that time.”
The Clubs and Grub night
idea came to Jessica Lauritsen, Assistant Director of
CSOLD, last October when
she was brainstorming new
involvement initiatives. Lauritsen’s involvement campaign is crucial for SCSU’s

student longevity.
“Research shows that if
you are involved on campus,
you are more likely to like
college, stay all four years
and graduate,” Lauritsen
said.
Clubs and Grub was offered as a follow up event to
Mainstreet because students
may feel overwhelmed when
they step on campus and be
intimidated to join a student
group. “Research about first
year students are not ready to

get involved until about six
to ten weeks after they begin
school,” Lauritsen said.
Bruce Swanson, advocate
from Lutheran Campus Ministry, agreed with Lauritsen.
“Clubs and Grub is good
because if you’re not ready
to commit to a group at
Mainstreet you get another
chance,” Swanson said.
Clubs and Grub is just
one of CSOLD’s initiatives
to promote student involvement during the 2009-2010

school year.
In addition, CSOLD is
offering advisor roundtables,
student organization workshops, and increasing student
organization awards from
three to 15 to recognize those
who are active in the student
community.
If interested in getting involved in one of the hundreds
of organizations or make your
own, you can visit CSOLD’s
Web site www.stcoudstate.
edu/csold.

Top five Spielberg films to hit the big screen
Meaghan Block
film column

Steven Spielberg has
many must-see movies under his belt, but five of them
include: E.T., Back to the
Future, Schindler’s List,
Twister, and Jurassic Park.
There are a lot of Spielberg movies; these are the
noteworthy films that are
necessary to his collection.

E.T.

The over-the-moon photo from E.T. it is a staple of
film, a childhood legend, as
it is easy to relate to the extra
terrestrial.
The quote “E.T. phone
home,” is the famous line
that touches at the viewer’s
heart.

Back to the
Future

The DeLorean is rather
well-known to some, as its

fancy doors do not open outwards but upwards. Drivers
should try not to go 88mph,
or they may end up in either
the past of future.
Back to the Future is a
classic 80s time-traveled adventure, filled with comedy
and romance.

S c h i n d l e r ’s
List

Black and white film has
become outdated, especially
when there is a slight color.
A disappointing sorrow
arises from the film, but few
lines are very memorable.
“The truth, Helen, is always
the right answer.”

Twister

Only in this film can you
pass the same cow twice, and
see a class-five twister.
The cheesiness of Twister is essential to every person’s movie list. As it is
both fast-paced and action-

packed, there is not a break
for breathers.

Jurassic Park

Many kids love dinosaurs, and many kids saw
this movie when they were
young in the current generation.
People dream of going to
dinosaur parks, it would be
the most interesting and dramatic experience, especially
compared to a zoo.
Sure it might go in a different direction than planned,
but, Dr. Grant saves lives
and Ian Malcolm could be
the comic relief.
Viewers need to make
sure to watch all sides because their might be a raptor party after you. They are
“clever girls”.
There they are, a small
list of Spielberg films, after
you watch these, go out and
rent some of his other films.
Keep an open mind.
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HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALES PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4 bedroom apts., heat
paid, close, now and Jan 1.
E.P.M. 251- 6005aa a
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
3 AND 4 BR APTS.
Available Immediately. $225
per room close to campus
320-253-1154
ROOMS FOR RENT
$225 per month. Close to
Campus. Locking BR door
320-253-1154
aaaaaaa
KENT HOUSING CLOSE,
closer, and closest
320-252-5500 or
kenthousing.com

UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
Postions: Staff
Photographers, Staff
Writers, Assistant Business
Manager Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
FALL INTO A GREAT JOB!
Immediate openings for
inbound customer service
reps Part-time schedules
available between 3-10pm
Must complete a three week
PAID training Mon-Fri from
4-9 and be able to pass a
criminal background screen
Call today for an interview
320.253.7430
Kelly Services

OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803

DANCING

3 BR. 1 BATH HOUSE
located near campus. 2
car garage, washer, dryer.
Fenced in back yard.
$945/month + utilities.
909-206-9650 Greg

ATTENTION
!ALL NEW MATTRESS SETS!
Queens from $195, Fulls $165.
Close to Campus, to view call
320-224-6568

SWING DANCING
www.sudiojeff.com
SALSA DANCING
www.studiojeff.com
BALLROOM DANCING
www.studiojeff.com
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Season opener split Huskies
A 3-1 loss Saturday split
the weekend
against Niagra
for SCSU women’s hockey
Katharine Blum
Contributing writer

After coming off a preseason loss to Team USA
last weekend, the Women’s
hockey team split their opening series with Niagara University this weekend.
Seniors Meaghan Pezon
and Caitlin Hogan along
with goalie-tandem Ashley
Nixon and Tayler VanDenakker carried the team to a 1-1
finish for the weekend. This
makes the Huskies 1-1-0 (00-0 WCHA) for the season
so far.
St. Cloud State came out
strong winning 4-3 over the
Purple Eagles in an offensively-close match, Friday.
The Huskies outshot Niagara
36-33.
Scoring the first goal of
the night was Pezon from
Callie Dahl and Kelly Meierhoffer off of a power play at
the 4:00 mark in the first period. Niagara University tied it
up at 6:26 in the first with an
even-strength goal by Jenna
Hendrikx.
Coming out strong in the
second period, sophomore
Brittany Toor brought the
Huskies to a 2-0 lead a little
over a minute into the pe-

riod through a nice setup by
Pezon and freshman Jocelyn
Zabrick. However, Niagara
would once again tie it up
with a power play goal from
Mary McKinnon at 4:49 in
the second.
Coming into the third period, Niagara pumped up the
pressure and out-shot SCSU
19-6. But with a strong performance from sophomore
goalie Ashley Nixon, the
Huskies were able to regain
the lead with a power play
goal 32 seconds into the third
period from alternate captain
Danielle Hirsch.
Assisting on Hirsch’s goal
were Hogan and first-year
Kylie Lane. Approximately
two minutes later, Hogan netted what would be the gamewinning goal off a pass from
first-year defenseman Katie
Allen.
Niagara eventually scored
with an extra attacker with 7
seconds left in the game.
Despite coming off an exciting win the previous night,
the Huskies failed to finish
up the sweep Saturday night
over Niagara University. Despite outshooting the Purple
Eagles 37 to 28, St. Cloud
State suffered its first loss of
the regular season losing 3-1.
Mary McKinnon of Niagara University put the first

notch on the scoreboard with
a power play shot at 16:45 in
the first period. The Purple
Eagles defensively held the
Huskies back for the remainder of the period.
The second period proved
to be an offensively fast game
for both SCSU and Niagara
University. At the 5:35 mark,
the Huskies saw their first and
only goal of the night shot by
senior Caitlin Hogan. Assisting on the goal were senior
Holly Roberts and freshman
Zabrick.
Eight seconds after Hogan’s goal, Niagara fired back
and scored on sophomore
goalie Vandenakker.
Niagara
University
brought the score up to 3-1
early in the third period with
an unassisted, breakaway
goal by Natasha Fryer.
Coach Jeff Giesen sees
some things that need improving before next weekend’s series at University of
Minnesota-Duluth.
“We need to play a full
60 minutes and not just hope
things go well–we have to
personally make things go
well for ourselves.”
Along with playing for the
full 60 minutes, specific areas
of the game such as special
teams will be worked on. In
Saturday’s game, the Huskies

SCSU Women’s Hockey
Season Recap 2009-10:
(1-1, 0-0 WCHA)
Game 1 (exhibition): Team USA 13, SCSU 0
Game 2: SCSU 4 Niagra 3
Game 3: Niagra 3 SCSU 1

went 0-7 on their power play
opportunities.
“Special teams are a key
factor in college hockey. Our
special teams did well on Friday night, but it’s still early in
the year, and they need some
work,” Giesen said.
Although the Huskies
split the series, the games
gave the first-year players a
chance to show the team, the
coaches and the fans what
they are made of.
“Defensively, Katie Allen
and Jocelyn Zabrick stepped
up and showed us that freshmen can play at this level,”
Giesen said.
Not only did Allen and
Zabrick play well, but so did
VanDenakker.
“All of our first year players are seeing ice-time and
playing extremely well,” the
sophomore net minder said.
The freshmen players are
making an impact off the ice
as well. With a class of eight
players, they have left their
mark on the team chemistry
on and off the ice.
“The team gets along
great. Having such a big
freshmen class helps a lot.
They all were able to melt together and come in here and
be themselves around the rest
of the team.
We also have a sizeable
senior class that has taken in
the freshmen. Everyone gets
along really well; we are all
having a ton of fun playing
together,” said Hogan.
The Huskies travel north
to take on University of Minnesota-Duluth next weekend
in their first conference series. The game starts at 6:07
p.m. on Saturday, and 3:07
p.m. on Sunday in Duluth.

win three
straight
Staff Report

SCSU senior quarterback Mitch Watkins tied
his career high in touch
downs with foud against
the Bemidji State Beavers.
The quarterback had
215 passing yards on 1825 passing. Watkins started
the game eight of eight in
pass completions finishing
the first half with 11 of 13
passing with three of his
four touchdowns.
Redshirt first year Tyler
Allery and junior wide receiver Fred Williams each
caught two touchdown
passes respectively.
Allery caught his third
and fourth ever touchdown
passes of his career. One of
the touchdowns was a 13yard pass play that tied the
game in the first quarter.
The second touchdown
was a 43-yard pass play
that gave the Huskies insurance with the lead at 15
points.
Williams caught six
passes for 67 yards with
two touchdowns in the first
half. He finished the game
with two more catches for
86 yards.
Sophomore
running
back Brandon Geiss rushed
64 yards recording one
touchdown on the night.
The Huskies defense
was lead by sophomore

defensive back Matt Hansmann who collected a career high ten tackles, an interception, a forced fumble
and a tackle for a loss.
His interception was the
first of Hansmann’s career
taking it back 50 yards.
Senior linebacker Gyangelo Bradden and sophomore defensive back Tony
Kubes each had nine total
tackles recorded.
Bradden had a tackle
for a loss and Kubes had
1.5 tackles for a loss. Sophomore defensive lineman
Joel Godfredsen had four
tackles and 1.5 tackles for
a loss and two sacks for 11
yards.
Senior linebacker Jake
Anderson of BSU had 16
total tackles with three
tackles for a loss of 13
yards. Anderson also had
three sacks on the day.
Watkins was sacked a total
of six times.
Bemidji State started
the game with a 5 play, 79yard drive taking only 2:15
off the clock. Lance Rongstad for the Beavers had a
47-yard run to record the
touchdown.
SCSU followed with a
10 play, 67-yard drive that
ended in a 13-yard touchdown pass to Allery.

•See Football / Page 14

SCSU takes a pre-season swim
Tyler Ohmann

Sports Editor
After five weeks of grueling practices, swimming endless laps and trying to perfect
the strokes and dives, the
Husky swimming and diving
team took a break from that
routine this weekend.
They hosted the two day
Intersquad meet at Halenbeck hall this weekend.
“It gives them a little idea
of where they are. It gives
them a little competition before we get into our regular
season meets,” head coach
Jeff Hegle said.
The Husky men and
women swam breaststrokes,
backstrokes and butterflies
all weekend. The team was
split into to two squads, red
and black.
After the final competition Saturday, the black team
edged the red team according
to the SCSU Web site, which
provided live stats.
“In the beginning it’s ‘I
don’t know these people’, but
by mid-season its like a big
family, you can talk to one
another,” said senior captain
Alisha Blaydes.
Blaydes was just one
place away from being an
All-American in the 100
freestyle last year at Nationals and she hopes to remedy
that this season.
“Make it back to nationals and be top eight in my
event nationally and to get
some freshmen to nationals,”
Blaydes stated as her goals
for the season.
“Our freshmen are outstanding we have about 25
of them so we have lots, they
are a real quality group of
kids they come in they have
a great attitude they work
extremely hard, they will really help us out a lot,” Hegle
said.
Blaydes isn’t afraid to
be leading the large pack of
freshmen however.
“It gives me an opportunity to get the team up and
going, and if they are not
doing so hot and you get the
team up and going, you can
turn a meet around in one
event,” Blaydes said.
Blaydes swims the 200
freestyle, 100 freestyle and
most of the relays for the
Huskies.
The swimming and diving
season lasts until the NCAA
Championships in March, so
over a long season the swimmers can lose focus.
“There’s a point in the
middle of the season when
you’re like ‘why do I do this
to myself? Why am I

Bigya Pradhan/ staff photographer

Joe Palmersten took first place in the mens 1000 meter freestyle relay Friday with a time of 10:51.4 for the
red team.

Bigya Pradhan/Staff photographer

Sophmore Amber Alexander won the womens 50 meter breaststroke on Friday at Halenbeck Hall. Her time
of 31.68 notched nine points for the black team.

struggling?,’ but you remind yourself that at the end
of it you can be top eight
and swim your lifetime best
and just be focused on that,”
Blaydes said.
Hegle offers some of the
Huskies solutions to a long
season.
“We do a lot of goal setting; we do a lot of things
where we talk about ‘why
are we doing this? What’s
important? What’s it going
to accomplish?’” Hegle said.
“We try to keep everything
fresh; we do a lot of different
things to keep them going in
the right direction.”
SCSU had three All
American divers last season
and one national champion.
However, they were all
seniors last year which brings
a whole lot of new talent on
display in the diving pool.
“We have a whole lot of
new divers, and we have a lot
of big shoes to fill, but it’s
kind of exciting coming into
such a good program,” said
first year diver Luke Weber.
“Its way bigger than a
high school team, you meet a
lot of people, it’s easy to fit
in around here and make new
friends.”
Also losing those divers
and other seniors brings in a
new regime of leadership for
the Huskies.
“They’re probably some
of the strongest group of
leaders that I’ve had in some
time,” Hegle said. “They
have really taken it upon
themselves to help some of
the younger kids and keep
everything running efficiently and have done a good job
of setting good examples for
everything.”
Women’s captains include: Blaydes, Katie Brueggemann, Megan Cotton,
Cathy Haen and Kelly Vieau.
Men’s captains are Joel
Gregory, Brian Jacobs, Alex
Milberger, Jim Schulp and
Joe Spann.
The Huskies sent a record
20 athletes to Nationals last
season.
They open up this year’s
season on Oct. 16-17 in
Moorhead taking on the
Dragons.
“One of the biggest things
we talk about on the team is
just trying to improve every
week, Hegle said. “If we can
improve every week, by the
time we get to the end of the
season good things can happen.”
Full results of the intersquad meet can be found at
www.stcloudstate.edu/athletics/sports/livestats/sportsstats3/
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Huskies in lead at home
Staff Report

After day one of the
Women’s Husky Invite
at the St. Cloud Country
Club the Huskies are in
the lead.
They teed off early
Sunday morning in a drizzle and wind filled day.
They shot a score of
333. In second was the
University of Manitoba
who shota a team score of
340. Bemidji State shot a
363 to put them in third
place.
SCSU’s Lee Zutz, a
senior. is in going into the
final she shot a 79.
Sophomore
Emily
Kerber from SCSU is in
fourth place, she carded
an 83. Shaynna Mann
also a sophomore is in
fifth she shot an 84.
Filling the rest of the
Husky first team were senior’s Nicole Peters and
Lauren Haynie. Peters

finished with an 86 and
Haynie fired a 95.
The St. Cloud State
black team was in fifth
place after day one, they
shot a team score of 397.
Minnesota-Moorhead
shot a 375 to put them in
fourth place out of five.
Leading them were seniors Shannon Moran and
Kayla Nesvold. They shot
92 and 99 respectively.
Baily Conrath of SCSU
shot 100 and two other
Huskies finished with
scores of over 100.
Mindy Lichtman from
the University of Manitoba and Chelsey Ouren
from Minnesota-Moorhead each shooting tenover par 82’s.
The girls tee off at 8:30
a.m. tomorrow morning
for day two and the final
round.
Next week they compete in a three day tournament in the Twin Cities.

MLB Standings

American League (Sun at 5 p.m.)
East
New York Yankees
Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
Baltimore
Central
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago Sox
Cleveland
Kansas City
West
LA Angels
Texas
Seattle
Oakland

Continued from Page 13
touchdown to keep it an
eight-point lead.
Five minutes later,
Geiss rushed a direct snap
for a four-yard touchdown
run. With 1:34 left on the
scoreboard for the first
half, the Beavers quarterback Derek Edholm
linked with Brian Leonhardt to close the first half
score at 28-20.
The Huskies then
scored within the first 31
seconds of the second
half. Watkins hooked up
with Allery for a 43-yard
touchdown pass.
The
Beavers
rallied back with a 10 play,
60-yard drive. Edholm
connected with Dustin
Kroeplin for a 25-yard
touchdown pass making
it 35-27.

W-L
103-59
95-67
84-78
75-87
64-98

GB
-8
19
28
39

86-76
86-76
79-83
65-97
65-97

--7
21
21

96-65
87-74
84-77
75-86

-9
12
21

National League (Sun at 5 p.m.)

Football

The Huskies scored
again after that with a 10yard pass connection from
Watkins to Williams. The
Huskies started with the
ball at the Beavers nineyard line after a snap was
thrown over the punter’s
head.
With a 14-7 score at
the end of the first quarter, the Huskies came out
right away in the second quarter with another
touchdown
connection
between Watkins and Williams making it 21-7.
BSU answered back
with a nine-yard touchdown pass from Rongstad to Josh Henningon.
With the score at 21-13,
the Huskies take the field
for a routine extra point.
Paul Denne of St. Cloud
blocked the point after the

Sports
Scoreboard

bigya pradhan/staff photographer

Nicole Peters watches her ball after her shot Sunday morning at the St. Cloud
Country club during the Husky invite.

Peters
Continued from Page 16
Peters’ success stems from a
lot of hard work and a love for
practice.
“Practice is a lot of fun for
me,” Peters said. “You have to
find the right things to work on,
and then keep working on them,
grinding it out.”
Added Larkin: “H is putting
himself in situations where he has
got to perform, whether he play-

ing against his teammates, or in
some bigger tournaments over
the summer and has been doing
well.”
Peters offers some advice to
other golfers who aren’t sure they
can play at the collegiate level as
well.
“Get advice from people who
know what they are talking about,
keep practicing, practice is what
makes you good,” Peters said.
“Play your own game, no matter
what the conditions are you got to
play to your strengths, when you
are playing with other players,
you cant focus on what they are
doing if you are playing well your
scores talk for you.”
Whatever the case, Peters
will have to lead the Husky the

rest of this fall and into the spring
season.
“He hits the ball well; hits
lots of fairways lots of greens,”
Anderson said. “He’s probably
the best ball striker on the team.”
Peters and the Huskies started yesterday at the fall half of the
NSIC championship in Hastings
and finish up that half today. The
other half is played in the spring.
“Evan is going to have to play
a very critical role, so far this fall
he has been very consistent,” Larkin said. “He got off to a rough
start in his first round at Bemidji
when he wasn’t feeling well, but
ever since then he has been very
steady in that low 70 range, if we
just keep that contingency going
it will be a nice year.”

East
Philadelphia
Florida
Atlanta
New York Mets
Washington

W-L
93-69
87-75
86-75
70-92
58-103

GB
-6
6.5
23
34.5

Central
St. Louis
Chicago Cubs
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh

91-70
83-78
79-82
78-84
74-88
62-99

-8
12
13.5
17.5
29

West
LA Dodgers
Colorado
San Francisco
San Diego
Arizona

94-67
92-69
87-74
75-86
70-92

-2
7
19
24.5

NFC Season
Standings
(Sun at 5 p.m.)
North
Minnesota
Green Bay
Chicago
Detroit

W-L
3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2

East
N.Y Giants
Philadelphia
Dallas
Washington

3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2

West
San Francisco
Seattle
Arizona
St. Louis

2-1
1-2
1-2
0-3

South
New Orleans
Atlanta
Tampa Bay
Carolina

3-0
2-1
0-3
0-3
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Calendar
Football
NSIC Schedule
Games Saturday
Minnesota Crookston at St. Cloud State
Winona State at Upper Iowa
Mary at MSU Moorhead
Augustana at Southwest Minnesota State
Wayne State at Bemidji State
Minnesota State at Concordia St. Paul
Minnesota Duluth at Northern State

Soccer
NSIC Schedule
Games Friday
Bemidji State at Minnesota Crookston
Minnesota Duluth at MSU Moorhead
Upper Iowa at Winona State
Games Saturday
Winona State at Augustana
Mary at MSU Moorhead
Concorida St. Paul at Minnesota Duluth
St. Cloud State at Bemidji State
Northern State at Minnesota Crookston
Upper Iowa at Wayne State
Games Sunday
Upper Iowa at Augustana
Northern State at MSU Moorhead
Concordia St. Paul at Bemidji State
Mary at Minnesota Crookston
St. Cloud State at Minnesota Duluth
Winona State at Wayne State

Volleyball
NSIC Schedule
Games Tuesday
Bemidji State at Minnesota Duluth
Games Wednesday
Northern State at Mary
Games Friday
Minnesota State at Upper Iowa
MSU Moorhead at Augustana
Bemidji State at Concordia St. Paul
Southwest Minnesota State at Winona 		
State
Minnesota Crookston at Wayne State
Minnesota Duluth at St. Cloud State
Games Saturday
Minnesota Crookston at Augustana
MSU Moorhead at Wayne State
Minnesota State at Winona State
Southwest Minnesota State at Upper
Iowa
Minnesota Duluth at Concordia St. Paul
Bemidji State at St. Cloud State
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Fond adieu to indoor baseball
For
the
last 27 years,
the Minnesota Twins have
enjoyed 72
degree comfort, field turf,
“the baggie”
Tyler
and perhaps
Ohmann
the biggest
advantage in
sports—the Metrodome roof.
After yesterday’s game
against the Kansas City Royals, that entire splendor is no
more.
Next year they move outside and the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome gives way
to Target Field.
Target Field will be an
approximately 37,000 seat
stadium, which will diminish
the fan capacity by more than
10,000. It will move them
from one of the loudest stadiums in sports to an outdoor
field and force them out into
the elements and the Minnesota weather.
In April and perhaps September and October, they will

dodge snowfall, wind and lots
of rain.
Fans will begin begging
for a roof and the friendly confines of the “homer
dome.”
But enough of the disadvantages of leaving the
dome. I want to celebrate the
Metrodome’s 27 great years
as a baseball stadium by giving my top five moments
the Twins have brought to
Minnesota while inside their
magnificent abode.

Number five:

Hrbek’s Heroics.
In game six of the 1987
World Series with the Twins
trailing 3-2 for the series, native Minnesotan Kent Hrbek
propelled the Twins giving
them a 6-5 lead after hitting
a grand slam in the bottom of
the fifth inning.
The shot sent Twins fans
into a frenzy, nearly knocking
the dome off its foundation.
The Twins won the game,
evening the series at three
apiece. The rest was history.

Number four:

Scoreboard surveillance.
On the final day of
an amazing 2006 season,
the Twins, having already
clinched a playoff spot, still
had a shot of winning the division if the lowly K.C Royals upended the Tigers.
After the Twins had already beaten the White Sox
and Joe Mauer, another native son, had won his first batting title, fans stuck around to
stare in silence at the Metrodome scoreboard to see if the
Royals could pull it off.
They did and the dome
exploded in celebration creating a once-in-a-lifetime
event—fans screaming after
watching a scoreboard with
no action on the field.

a Dennis Martinez fastball.
The injury ended Puckett’s storied career and he
retired in 1996. Ten years
later, due to a stroke, Puckett
passed away. A week later the
memorial service was one of
the most watched and saddest
events the Metrodome ever
hosted.

Number two:

Morris breaks the Braves.
In game seven of the
1991 World Series, in what
now would be an unthinkable
feat, Twins ace Jack Morris,
exhausted after pitching three
days earlier in game four,
pitched a 10 inning shutout to
beat the Atlanta Braves and
clinched the Twins’ second
World Series title in less than
five years.

Number three: Number one:
Puckett remembered.
On Mar. 16, 2006, fans
packed the dome to remember
a fallen hero—Kirby Puckett. On a fateful day in 1995,
Puckett’s jaw was broken by

Puckett’s presence.
In game six of that 1991
World Series, the Twins
trailed 3-2 in the series to the
Braves and Kirby Puckett

played a game to be cherished for all time.
After robbing Ron Gant of
an extra base hit with a sensational grab, Puckett came to
the plate in the bottom of
the eleventh inning with the
Twins facing elimination.
Puckett provided a walkoff dinger to send the Homer
Hankies waving and giving
the Twins new life in the series. Kirby had three RBI’s in
the 4-3 Twins victory.
Despite a lot of scrutiny
over the years, the Metrodome has provided the Twins
a plethora of great memories.
Puckett, Hrbek and Morris became immortalized as
Twins legends and that will
never be forgotten.
Although they will be
moving outdoors for the first
time in 27 years, nobody in
Minnesota will forget the
lasting memories that were
ingrained in Twins fans’
minds in the great years that
the Metrodome hosted Twins
baseball.

Athletes need lesson in tech-etiquette
This past
week a Texas
Tech football
player
was
suspended
from the team
for something
you
would
Ross
never
have
Winnekens heard of 10
years
ago:
posting a resentful comment about his
head coach on his ‘Twitter’
account.
The ‘tweet’ went something like this: “Wondering
why I’m still in this meeting
room when the head coach
can’t even be on time to his
own meeting.”
I will admit, I laughed a
little at first, but then I started
to think about the casual disregard shown by the player,
along with his lack of respect
for coaches and teammates.
It seems as if some athletes are using their Twitter
accounts to post their personal inner thoughts when, in

reality, these feelings may be
best kept private.
Regardless of how the
Texas Tech player felt at the
time, I am curious as to what
made him feel like he needed
to vent his frustrations for the
entire world to see?
Social networking seems
to have gotten a bit out of
hand and athletes are taking
advantage of their newfound
ability to “reach out” to their
fans, whether we really care
or not.
This past summer, Miami
Heat forward, Michael Beasley told the entire world of
his suicidal thoughts saying,
“Feelin like it’s not worth livin,” via his Twitter account.
Shortly thereafter, Beasley made a stint in some kind
of rehab, trying to catch his
life up to the fast-paced NBA
routine.
In a quote featured in the
Canadian Press, Beasley had
this to say about his current
status in social networking.
“I can definitely say,

Twitter, Facebook, MySpace,
any social network I’m pretty
much done with…I put my
career and my livelihood in
jeopardy.”
Given that Beasley is
young, and relatively inexperienced in terms of coping
with the NBA life, a disaster
like this still could have been
avoided.
Athletes are finding new
opportunities in Facebook
and Twitter to market themselves as not only athletes,
but people as well.
They are taking control of
something that was once left
for sports agents and public
relations, and using their own
charismatic, “e-skills” to capture new audiences.
Part of me thinks that for
some of these athletes, the
goal is just to make another
dollar and inflate their own
egos.
Instances like Washington
Redskins rookie Robert Henson fuel my fire.
Henson, after being booed

along with the rest of his team
while playing the St. Louis
Rams, felt it was necessary
to call the Rams’ fans “dim
wits,” as well as questioning
how anyone working 9-5 at
McDonalds could know anything about football. Guess
where he did this? Twitter.
It has even gotten to the
point that Charlie Villanueva
of the Milwaukee Bucks felt
the need to ‘tweet’ during
the half-time of an important
game against the Celtics last
spring.
One would think focusing on beating the defending
NBA champions would be a
better mindset, but that’s just
me.
So where do we go from
here?
The fact is, social networking sites such as Twitter,
if used in the correct way, allow athletes to make a positive impact not only on their
own public image, but that
of their respective sports and
teams.

Only when these websites
are used inappropriately and
in poor judgment do athletes
make me cringe, almost feeling embarrassed for them.
Almost.
The king of Twitter himself, “The Big Tweet,” Shaquille O’Neal, has used his
account to post funny comments and locations of where
he will be at a certain time,
giving fans a chance to personally interact with the
goofy NBA superstar.
Professional and amateur
organizations are starting to
ban the use of these social
networking sites, regardless
of if the athletes use these
websites in a responsible
manner.
I don’t think that this is
the answer.
History has shown that
a ban of something popular
doesn’t typically work.
What leagues like the
NBA, NFL and MLB need
to do is educate their players.
That’s how simple it is.
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SCSU Sports
Calendar

Today

•

Men’s Golf

NSIC Conf. Tourney no. 1

•

Women’s Golf

SCSU invite, St. Cloud
CC.

Friday

•

Mens Hockey

•

Volleyball

Miami University

Minnesota Duluth

Saturday

• Football

Minnesota
Crookston(homecoming) 1pm

•

Soccer

Bemidji State.

•

Swim/Dive

•

Volleyball

•

Men’s Hockey

•

Women’s Hockey

•

Men’s Golf

•

Women’s Golf
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Soccer’s stellar season continues
Wins against
the Red Dragons and Golden
Eagles push
Huskies into
first
Logan Marxhausen
Asst. Sports Editor

The Huskies soccer team
had yet another stellar weekend going undefeated for the
second weekend in a row.
Last weekend the Huskies
beat Southwest Minnesota
(2-1) and Minnesota State
(1-0 OT). This past weekend
the Huskies triumphed over
MSU Moorhead (3-0) and
Minnesota Crookston (5-0).
The Huskies improve
their record to 5-0-1 NSIC,
6-2-3 overall making them in
the No. 1 spot in the NSIC.

Minnesota Duluth is in the
second spot with a 5-1-0
NSIC record.
“Defense has been solid,” said head coach Rebecca
Heiberger.
“We have had three shutouts in a row. Even though
we look perfect, there is always something to improve
on. We have to consistently
play at a high-level.”
In the game against MSU,
the Huskies defense did not
give up a single shot until
the 41:23 mark. Sophomore
Alexandra Pafko scored two
goals against Moorhead.
Her first goal came at the
28:14 mark. Her second goal
came with just 3:02 played
into the second half for a 2-0
lead.
Junior Lindsey Sather
scored the final goal with
an assist from Laura Moline
with 22 minutes remaining
in the game.
Senior goalkeeper Elizabeth Kelly started all 11
games this season making three saves in the game

against Moorhead.
In the game against
Crookston, Pafko does it
again scoring two goals with
Sarah Clapp also connecting on two scores. Lindsey
Sather had the other goal.
“Alex Pafko is one of
the best players out there,”
Heiberger said.
“When other teams look
at us, their scouting report
first says that they have to
shut down Pafko. It also says
that we are deep enough to

pick up slack.”
Pafko scored the first goal
at the 32:33 mark. Chelsey
Scheller connected with the
assist.
Ten minutes later freshman Elyse De Stefano
hooked up with Lindsey
Sather for her fourth goal of
the season.
Another 40 seconds later,
the Huskies Pafko scored
again for her second straight
multi-goal game and her
team-leading 18th point go-

NSIC Women’s Soccer Standings:

St. Cloud State
Minnesota Duluth
Concordia St. Paul
Winona State
Bemidji State
Mary
Minnesota State
Northern State

NSIC
(W-L-T)

Overall
(W-L-T)

5-0-1
5-1-0
4-1-1
4-1-0
4-2-0
3-1-1
3-2-1
2-1-2

6-2-3
7-2-1
7-4-2
7-4-0
8-3-0
5-5-2
7-2-1
4-4-4

ing into the half at 3-0.
Clapp scored the fourth
goal of the game right out of
halftime at the 48:30 mark.
Gabrielle Najera and Pafko
assisted Clapp on the goal.
Clapp scored on the 63:12
mark to put the last touch on
the 5-0 game.
Kelly made her 11th start
for the Huskies in the net
making three saves earning
her sixth win of the season.
Huskies
offensively
dominated the game out
shooting the Golden Eagles
14 to five.
“We have to just take it
game by game,” Heiberger
said.
“With a long road trip
ahead we are facing some
very quality opponents. We
just have to play at the highest-level of consistency and
we will do just fine.”
St. Cloud State will be
traveling for the next four
games of the season with
their first stop at Bemidji
State at 1 p.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 10.

Peters emerges for Husky men

Alumni Meet 2pm

Bemidji State 5pm

Miami University

Minnesota Duluth

Twin Cities classic

NSIC conf. tourney no.1
Hillcrest G.C

Sunday

•

Soccer

Minnesota Duluth

•

Womens Hockey

Minnesota Duluth

•

CC

TBA

•

Men’s Golf

•

Women’s Golf

Twin Cities Classic

NSIC Conf. Tourney no. 1
Hillcrest GC

Oct. 12

•

Men’s Golf

Twin Cities Classic.

Bigya Pradhan/ Staff Photographer

SCSU senior Evan Peters lines up a putt at practice Friday at the St. Cloud Country Club. He has averaged 73.8 per 18 holes.

Oct. 16

•

Swim/Dive

•

Soccer

•

Volleyball

MSU Moorhead

Winona State

Southwest Minnesota

•

Men’s Hockey

Union College

Tyler Ohmann
sports Editor
For as long as he can remember Evan Peters has been
playing golf.
His parents own a resort
golf course back in his hometown and he picked up the
game at a young age.
Nowadays his golf is
played for the Huskies and
they are glad to have his services on the course.
“We weren’t expecting
Evan to play this well and I
don’t know that his teammates
were either,” said SCSU head
golf coach Judi Larkin.
“That is pushing everybody, and we are feeling very
grateful that he is, because we
haven’t been playing to our
potential and he’s filling a very

big plug for us.”
Peters, a senior, has led the
Huskies in the last two tournaments capturing medalist honors at the home Husky Invite
and taking runner-up honors
at the RMAC/NSIC crossover
tournament last weekend.
On Tuesday Sept. 22, following the Husky Invite, Peters was named NSIC player
of the week.
“He’s always Calm and
confident on the golf course,”

teammate and roommate Beau
Anderson said. “We help each
other out; we both work together on our games.”
So far this season Peters
has averaged 73.8 strokes per
18 holes in his first three tournaments, which is just fewer
than two over par per round on
most courses.
It is a vast improvement
from last season where he averaged 78 per 18 holes. The
turnaround may have come

“I

just kept practicing and got better
every year. I got to play more and more
and it's paying off now.”
Evan Peters

SCSU senior golfer

in the regional tournament
last spring. There Peters led
the Huskies with a six over
par score of 219 on the par 71
course.
“The hardest thing is the
spring, at regions, its one of
my favorite things to go to,
but you miss finals week and
you have to make all that stuff
up, and you have to study for
it while you are on the trip, it’s
also a lot of fun, so it’s a lot of
give and take,” Peters said.
As a senior, Peters is a natural leader and helps out the
younger players on the team
when he can.
“If they ask questions about
their swings, I can help give
them advice,” Peters said.
“Evan didn’t play top five
for along time, he worked hard
on his game and I think the

younger kids realize that they
can do the same,” Larkin said.
Added Anderson: “He is
considered our captain, because he is the only senior that
plays, he helps us out with our
games.”
When Peters came to
SCSU he didn’t immediately
have a spot on the team he had
to earn it.
“I guess I’ve been kind
of the guy who has just been
proving it over the years. I
came in from a smaller town,
I wasn’t highly recruited or
anything. I just kept practicing
and got better every year. I got
to play more and more, and it’s
paying off now,” Peters said.

•See Peters / Page 14

